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ABSTRACT

Traditionally, caches have been used to reduce the average case memory latency in com-
puter systems. However, real-time systems using preemptive scheduling algorithms can-
not make use of this reduced latency, as it is not deterministic. A real-time system only 
benefits from an improvement of the worst case performance. Caches do little to improve 
worst case performance because preemptions allow cached data to be overwritten at 
unpredictable times, leading to nondeterministic behavior. Real-time systems using execu-
tion quantization can deterministically make use of a significant portion of the proces
resources despite the use of slow memory. Execution quantization allows determinis
caching by guaranteeing that tasks can execute for fixed length blocks of time once
start running, thereby controlling preemptions, and allowing cache restoration to occ
predictably and efficiently.

Thesis Supervisor: Jonathan Allen
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Real-Time Computer Systems
Traditionally, most real-time computer systems have been used for process control. In

order for a process control system to function correctly, it must be able to react to external

events before a given deadline, as well as perform other specific tasks periodically. These

control systems must be predictable, in order to guarantee that all of the necessary func-

tions will be performed. In many process control systems, a system failure can be disas-

trous, causing the loss of equipment, or maybe even lives. As safety is a major concern,

the cost of a process control system is typically less important than guaranteeing that the

system will function properly and tasks will be performed predictably. If the control sys-

tem does not deliver enough performance, then the expense of obtaining a bigger and

faster system can easily be tolerated. 

The emergence of multimedia computer systems has led to the design of real-time dig-

ital signal processor (DSP) systems that are much more versatile than real-time process

control systems. These systems are used to perform a wide variety of functions, which will

change as the user requires different multimedia functionality. Also, the cost of a multime-

dia computer system is important, as competitive fixed function solutions exist that do not

use real-time DSPs. There is also certainly no expensive equipment or lives in jeopardy if

a multimedia system fails, so much more importance is placed on performance than fault

tolerance.

Process control systems generally run a fixed set of tasks, as the entire system is

designed specifically to perform one function, whereas in a multimedia system, it is not

always clear exactly what tasks will be run. The DSP may be used to perform many differ-
111111
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ent functions, and perhaps even some that were not anticipated when the system was orig-

inally designed. This difference further separates process control systems from

multimedia DSP systems:

In a typical real-time system, you have awareness of the 
tasks the system must perform, how often the tasks must 
run, and the required completion times of the tasks. When 
designing the system, you use a method that meets the needs 
of the system. In many cases, a simple round-robin sched-
uler is enough. At other times, you select multiple priority 
levels and use a preemptive scheduler.

In the Windows/DSP [multimedia] case, on the other hand, 
you don’t have this awareness. You can’t predict which 
tasks the DSP will run and what the required priorities will 
be. For example, the DSP may be providing just a single 
function, such as a modem, or several simultaneous func-
tions, such as a modem, compression, fax, and text to 
speech. You cannot predetermine the mix. [19]

A multimedia real-time system is much more versatile and cost constrained than 

cess control system. Users demand high performance, and are not willing to pay 

mium for safety and customized software and hardware development as s

requirements change.

1.2 Research Goals
Most real-time system memory architectures do not include caching. Either memor

is as fast as the processor is used, or the cost of using slower memory to the sy

determined and accounted for, so as not to sacrifice the system’s predictability. How

there are some exceptions, but no caching system exists that allows for general p

real-time computing without using software control, and placing extreme restriction

the system.
121212
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The introduction of a cache into a real-time system goes against the requirement that

real-time systems must be predictable, as a cache, by its very nature, is unpredictable.

Since cost is not an issue, process control systems do not need to make use of a cache to

increase system performance while keeping costs low, but the advantages to a multimedia

system in terms of cost and performance are enormous.

This is not to say that a process control system would not benefit from cheaper, slower

memory in terms of cost, and a cache in terms of performance. Rather, the domain of mul-

timedia computing is the driving force for this research, as cost and performance are much

more important in that realm. Consumers are not as willing to pay large premiums for bet-

ter multimedia performance as industry is for the required process control performance.

The primary goal of this research was to design a memory system, using memory that

is slower than the processor’s cycle time, for use in real-time systems that use p

driven preemptive scheduling. In order to be useful, the memory system must perfor

ter than the trivial solution of just accounting for the slow memory’s overhead in real-

resource allocation. Obviously, using slower memory will incur some sort of penalty

this research is directed at minimizing that penalty. Furthermore, the details of the 

ory system should not alter the way software is run. The same software should be 

run on a system that uses fast memory that never stalls the processor, as well as o

tem with slower memory and a cache. Automated tools may analyze the software to

mine its behavior on either system, however, in order to ensure that the softwar

always be predictable.

1.3 Organization
Chapter 2 is an overview of real-time systems. The primary constraints of real-time

tems are discussed, as well as some of the different methods that can be used to s
131313
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real-time programs in order to guarantee predictability. In addition, the difficulties of real-

time caching are presented, along with a brief description of one existing real-time cach-

ing system design. This chapter presents the background that is needed to understand the

requirements of a real-time caching system, and why it is difficult to make such a system

effective.

Chapter 3 is a description of real-time systems as they affect the memory system. The

characteristics of the particular system that was used as a model for the research is

described. The major parameters that are allowed in the design of a real-time memory sys-

tem are then explained, and their impact on the memory system is given. These parameters

were used throughout the research to guide the design of a useful memory system.

Chapter 4 explains the importance of high memory bandwidth, and presents several

methods of increasing memory bandwidth. The available bandwidth between the memory

and the cache significantly affects the overall system performance, and sets a bound on the

available real-time resources. In all caching systems, data must be transferred between the

main memory and the cache, and the faster this can be done, the better the system’s

mance will be.

Chapter 5 presents a memory system design for a system in which there are n

emptions. This is quite similar to another existing real-time caching method, and is m

used here as a precursor to execution quantization, which is presented in the succ

chapter. Even though this kind of a system is of limited use, it is important to under

how it works, as some of the ideas used in the design are quite useful if they are ex

properly.

Chapter 6 presents execution quantization. Execution quantization is an extens

existing scheduling algorithms and a cache design that allows priority driven preem

scheduling in a real-time caching environment. The fundamental idea of execution q
141414



zation is that cache restoration can successfully negate the adverse effects that context

switches have on cache contents, if it can be done in a controlled manner. By allocating

execution time to tasks in fixed sized blocks, preemptions can be controlled, and cache

restoration can be done efficiently.

Chapter 7 extends the idea of execution quantization to ensure predictability in almost

all real-time systems. By not only allowing cache restoration to occur predictably and effi-

ciently, but also allowing cache contents to be dynamic, with a predictable method of cal-

culating the worst case execution times of tasks, execution quantization becomes a

predictable and versatile method of real-time cache management. Several examples are

given to show the usefulness of execution quantization, and how it can be applied to a real

system.

Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of the research and its applicability to a wide range

of real-time systems. Several directions for future research are also suggested to explore

real-time caching further.
151515
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Chapter 2

Real-Time Systems

2.1 Designing for Determinism
Real-time systems are unique in that they require deterministic execution. This precludes

most real-time system architectures from taking advantage of nondeterministic compo-

nents such as a cache. Without a cache, the use of slow memory, like dynamic random

access memory (DRAM), significantly decreases the amount of processing power that can

be devoted to real-time tasks. The use of static random access memory (SRAM) in the

memory system allows increased processor utilization, but is clearly undesirable for cost

reasons. Despite this, the IBM Mwave† DSPs do in fact use SRAM. 

Halang and Stoyenko point out that,

The thinking in probabilistic or statistical terms, which is 
common in computer science with respect to questions of 
performance evaluation, is as inappropriate in the real time 
domain as is the notion of fairness for the handling of com-
peting requests or the minimisation of average reaction 
times as an optimality criterion of system design. Instead, 
worst cases, deadlines, maximum run-times, and maximum 
delays need to be considered. For the realisation of predict-
able and dependable real time systems, reasoning in static 
terms and the acceptance of physical constraints is a must - 
all dynamic and “virtual” features are considered harmful. 
[7]

They further advocate that features such as “... caching, paging and swapping mus

be disallowed or restricted.” [7] These arguments do not necessarily rule out the 

DRAM and other high latency memories entirely. However, in their view, attemp

reducing the memory latency, for the purposes of determining worst case execution

†  Mwave is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
171717



are potentially harmful, and do not allow a systematic improvement in performance. This

leads to decreased processor utilization for real-time tasks that is unacceptable in the

Mwave system, which employs a pipelined RISC architecture that suffers heavily from

slow memory access times. However, it is important to remember that in real-time sys-

tems, achieving deterministic behavior is far more important than the speed of execution.

[6]

2.1.1 Execution Frames

Figure 2.1: A Periodic Execution Frame

In a real-time system, each real-time task executes in an execution frame, which is a fixed

length period of time. A frame starts when there is a request for service by a task and ends

at the deadline by which execution must be completed. In general, there can be both peri-

odic and aperiodic execution frames in a real-time system. A periodic execution frame is

one which has a periodic request time, and typically the deadline for each request is the

time at which the next request occurs, as shown in Figure 2.1. An aperiodic execution

frame is one in which the requests for service come from an external aperiodic source and

the deadline is defined to be a set amount of time after the request, regardless of when the

request is made. The IBM Mwave system only allows tasks that run in periodic execution

frames, and those frames are defined as a multiple of some periodic interrupt source. For

instance, if a frame is given as 4 interrupts from an 8 kHz interrupt source, then there are

2000 frames per second, each lasting half a millisecond. A task must execute once in each

Time

Frame i Frame i+1 Frame i+2

request i
request i+1

deadline for
request i

request i+2

deadline for
request i+1

deadline for
request i+2
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frame. This means that a task running in this particular frame has a hard deadline (one that

cannot be missed) every half a millisecond. The frame rate is defined as the frequency of

the execution frame, which in the above example is 2 kHz.

Each task must further provide its worst case instruction count. This is the maximum

possible number of instructions that the task could ever execute in any one frame. Since

the Mwave DSP has a pipeline that results in a throughput of one instruction per cycle, the

worst case instruction count uniquely determines the worst case execution time of a task.

A metric that is used to gauge how much of the processor’s computation time mu

devoted to a task is the number of millions of instructions per second (MIPS) need

the task. Using the execution frame’s frequency and the worst case execution tim

necessary MIPS for a task can easily be computed. [17]

2.1.2 Scheduling Real-Time Tasks

Scheduling real-time tasks is an extremely important part of any real-time system. If

are scheduled improperly, then tasks will miss deadlines, which can be catastrophic.

task exceeds its worst case instruction count in the Mwave system, which could 

tasks to miss deadlines, then the whole system stops and signals an error. This p

transient overloads and allows detection of the offending task, thereby discouragin

grammers from falsely declaring worst case execution times. The two predominant s

uling algorithms for real-time systems that guarantee that all tasks will meet 

deadlines are dynamic deadline scheduling (DDS) and rate monotonic scheduling (

Both scheduling algorithms require that the worst case execution time of all task

known before they are scheduled. Otherwise, deterministic scheduling cann

achieved.

As suggested by the name, DDS is a dynamic scheduling algorithm, meaning th

priorities are assigned dynamically. It can be shown that if any given task set can b
191919
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cessfully scheduled on a processor, then DDS can also schedule that task set successfully.

In this context, success denotes that all tasks will always meet their deadlines. DDS uses

the proximity of a task’s deadline as that task’s priority, with higher priority given to t

with closer deadlines. At any of the periodic interrupts, the scheduler schedules th

with the highest priority. It can be shown that theoretically DDS allows one hundred

cent of the processor to be utilized. In practice, the actual processor utilization m

less than one hundred percent, because the scheduler uses some of the processo

and task switching takes some time as well. [10] [16] [20]

RMS is a static scheduling algorithm. RMS is an optimal scheduling algorithm in

sense that it can be shown that if any given task set can be successfully scheduled

static algorithm, then that task set can also be successfully scheduled by RMS. RM

the frequency of execution of a task as that task’s priority, with higher priority give

tasks with higher frequency frame rates. To construct the schedule, the highest p

task is scheduled first, and then the next highest priority task and so on until all task

been scheduled. Theoretically, the maximum possible utilization for a task set can

low as sixty nine percent using RMS. In practice, however, usually much more than

nine percent of the processor can be utilized, and it is shown, using stochastic anal

[15] that the average scheduling bound for RMS is around eighty eight percent. 

DDS, however, the overhead of the scheduler and task switching must be take

account. [16]

Task preemption is a significant event in a real-time system. When a task is pree

it is not allowed to complete its execution in the current frame. A preemption occurs 

a task with a higher priority than the currently running task requests service. At that

there is a context switch and the higher priority task begins execution. When using

preemptions are unpredictable and can occur at any time. In RMS, all preemptio
202020



known ahead of time, since task priorities are fixed. The IBM Mwave system currently

uses DDS to schedule real-time tasks because it allows higher processor utilization.

2.1.3 Memory Systems

Real-time memory systems must also be deterministic. Memory latency must be predict-

able and repeatable. It is not beneficial to a real-time system for the memory system to

have variable latencies depending on uncontrollable factors, which means that nondeter-

ministic methods of decreasing memory latency are not useful. Caching serves to decrease

the total time waiting for memory, but it does not ease the burden of the real-time environ-

ment, as the system must be prepared for everything to miss in the cache, as it well might

for isolated sections of code. A cache monopolizes on significantly improving average

case performance, whereas in a real-time system the only metric is worst case perfor-

mance.

Currently, the IBM Mwave DSP uses SRAM in its memory system. The memory can

be accessed in a single cycle so that the pipeline never stalls due to memory latency. This

makes all execution times easily predictable from the worst case instruction count. The

introduction of DRAM into the system causes problems. DRAM takes multiple cycles to

access, so that the pipeline will stall on every memory access. Since the DSP must fetch

the next instruction every cycle, this means that the pipeline will be stalled for every

instruction. If there is a data memory access, it can go on concurrently with the instruction

access because the Mwave system uses a Harvard architecture. This means that the worst

case execution time of a task is still deterministically based on the worst case instruction

count. However, if the DRAM takes four cycles to access, for example, then seventy five

percent of the time, the processor will be stalled waiting for the memory system to return

the data. The addition of a conventional cache would only lead to nondeterministic behav-

ior, and is therefore not useful for decreasing worst case execution times.
212121
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Another minor issue is DRAM refresh. In a real-time system, the system cannot afford

to have to wait while refresh occurs at unpredictable times. Therefore, the simplest and

most effective solution is to have the operating system schedule a real-time task that

refreshes the DRAM. That way, the refreshes will take place periodically, as they need to

be, and they will only occur during the refresh task’s execution so as not to interfere

other tasks.

2.2 The Frame Manager
Each real-time task must specify an execution frame in which it is going to run. I

Mwave system, a corresponding frame manager exists for each such execution fram

is being used in the system. There is only one frame manager for each execution

being used in the system, so all tasks that use the same execution frame are assign

same frame manager.

2.2.1 Scheduling Tasks

The Mwave system makes use of these frame managers to schedule the real-tim

using DDS. Each frame manager is responsible for scheduling the tasks in its frame

all of the tasks in any given frame manager have the same deadline, and therefore th

priority, they cannot preempt each other. Effectively, this means that once a frame

ager is allowed to run on the DSP, it just runs through the list of tasks it is responsib

and schedules the next one in the list until there are no tasks left. The frame manag

becomes idle until its next frame begins.

However, frame managers can preempt other frame managers, as each frame m

has a different priority based on its current deadline. A frame manager becomes 

when its corresponding frame begins. At that point, if there is a lower priority frame 

ager, one with a later deadline, executing tasks on the machine then the newly ac

frame manager will preempt the processor and begin executing its tasks. If the newl
222222



vated frame manager does not preempt another frame manager at the start of its frame, it

must wait until all active frame managers with closer deadlines have run to completion

before it will be allowed to run. Since the newly activated frame manager is now waiting

to be run, a frame manager with a later deadline will not be allowed to run on the machine

before the newly activated frame manager completes its execution. Since a lower priority

frame manager will not be able to run, there is no chance for the newly activated frame

manger to preempt the processor after the start of its corresponding frame. Therefore, the

start of a frame is the only time at which a frame manager can preempt another frame

manager.

2.2.2 Interaction Among Frame Managers

There are two important theorems that can be shown about the scheduling of frame man-

agers using DDS. Both theorems deal with the order in which frame managers can run on

the machine.

Theorem 2.1: In order for a frame manager to preempt another frame manager, the pre-

empting frame manger must have a higher frequency frame rate than the preempted frame

manager.

Proof:  The nature of DDS is such that the highest priority task is always the task that is

currently running. Priority is determined by the proximity of deadlines, so therefore the

currently running task must have the closest deadline in the system. This means that all

tasks with closer deadlines have already completed in their current frame. This is true in a

theoretical DDS algorithm, but it is also true in the Mwave system. In the Mwave system,

scheduling decisions are made at every interrupt and whenever a task completes execu-

tion. As previously stated, a preemption can only occur at the start of a frame. Also, frame

boundaries always correspond to one of the periodic interrupts, as they are defined in rela-

tion to one of those interrupt sources. Since the only way that a task switch can occur is by
232323
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preemption or when a task completes, the Mwave DDS algorithm always schedules the

same tasks that would be scheduled in the theoretical algorithm, as the scheduler is active

in both of those situations.

Figure 2.2: A Preemption by a Task with a Faster Frame Rate

Given that the currently running task must have the closest deadline in the system, it

must belong to the frame manager that controls the frame with the closest deadline in the

system. The only way that the currently running frame manager can be preempted is if

another frame begins, since preemption only occurs on frame boundaries. It is also neces-

sary that the preempting frame manager has a closer deadline than the current frame man-

ager. Since the preempting frame manager controls a frame that begins after the current

frame manager’s frame and ends before it, this frame has a shorter period, and th

must have a higher frequency. This can be seen in Figure 2.2. Task A is running p

Rb, because it is the task that has the closest deadline on the machine that has n

pleted its execution in its current frame. At time Rb, task B becomes the highest priorit

task as Db is sooner than Da, and task B preempts task A. If Db were after Da, then task B

would have lower priority, and no preemption would occur, which shows that the dea

of the preempting task must be sooner than the deadline of the task that is bein

empted.

Some important consequences of Theorem 2.1 include the fact that the frame m

with the highest frequency can never be preempted, and the frame manager with th

TimeRa Rb Db Da

Task A is
running

Task B preempts Task A Ra - request for task A
Da - deadline for task A
Rb - request for task B
Db - deadline for task B
242424



est frequency can never preempt another frame manager. This can be helpful in under-

standing certain aspects of real-time scheduling.

Theorem 2.2: Preempted frame managers resume execution on the processor in a last-in

first-out order.

Proof:  If a frame manager is preempted, it must be because another frame manager has a

closer deadline. Therefore, the preempted frame manager cannot run on the DSP until the

preempting frame manager completes its execution because the preempting frame man-

ager has a higher priority. Also, any frame managers that are allowed to run between the

time that a frame manager is preempted and resumed, must have a closer deadline than the

preempted frame manager. Therefore, all of those frame managers must also complete

execution, whether they are preempted themselves or not, before the preempted frame

manager can be allowed to resume execution.

Figure 2.3: Preemptions in Dynamic Deadline Scheduling

Figure 2.3 illustrates how tasks are preempted and resumed. In the figure, downward

crooked arrows represent preemptions and upward crooked arrows represent a preempted

task resuming execution. Context switches that result from a task completing execution

and a new task starting execution are not marked. From the figure, it can easily be seen

that once a task is preempted, it does not resume execution until the preempting task com-

pletes execution. Furthermore, if other tasks commence execution before the preempted

Task A

Task B

Task C

Frame Boundaries
Task Execution

Preemption

Resuming

Execution
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task resumes, then those tasks will also complete their execution before the preempted

task is resumed.

Thus, any preempted frame manager is effectively put on a LIFO stack and cannot

resume execution until such time as it is on the top of the stack. This is true because all

frame managers below a given frame manager on the conceptual LIFO stack must have

later deadlines than the given frame manager, as it was allowed to run on the machine

more recently than they were.

Figure 2.4: Conceptual LIFO Stack for the Schedule in Figure 2.3

Figure 2.4 shows the contents of the conceptual LIFO stack for the schedule in Figure

2.3. The stack is shown each time it changes, so the first entry just has task A running on

the machine. Then, when task B preempts task A, task B is at the top of the stack, which

corresponds to running on the machine, and task A is pushed down on the stack. This con-

tinues for the rest of the schedule that is shown in the figure. From Figure 2.4, it is very

easy to see that tasks never reorder themselves on the stack. Once a task takes a position

on the stack, it can only be pushed further down on the stack as new tasks with higher pri-

orities execute on the machine, or be raised on the stack as tasks complete execution.

Either way, the task always maintains its relative position on the stack.

The most important consequence of Theorem 2.2 is that there is a predefined order in

which preempted frame managers resume execution. There may be other frame managers

that run in between them, and frame managers could be preempted and resumed multiple

times, but preempted frame managers will always leave the stack to resume execution in a

last-in first-out order.

Executing Task: A B
A

C
B
A

C
A

AB
A

B
A

C
B
A

B
A

C
A

A
Preempted Tasks: Stack

Time
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2.3 Caching
Conventional caches are driven by program memory accesses. This means that the data in

the cache at any given time is completely dependant on the history of the current execu-

tion of a given process. This is assuming a non-multitasking system, so that processes do

not interfere with each other in the cache. Once multitasking is allowed, however, it is

impossible to predict what is contained in the cache. 

The problem with multitasking is that preemptions are allowed, so different processes

can overwrite each other’s cache lines, thereby making the contents of the cache 

dant on the history of the execution of all the processes on the system, as well as th

in which they were scheduled. Essentially this means that it cannot be predicted w

any given memory access will hit or miss in the cache. This is an unacceptable situa

real-time systems. A conventional caching scheme would only be useful if it were po

to predict exactly which memory accesses would hit in the cache and which ones 

miss. Then the execution time of a task could accurately be predicted.

2.3.1 Real-Time Caching

Either protection or restoration can be used to prevent interference amongst ta

the cache. This would allow each task to behave as if it exclusively owned the 

cache. To protect data, each task’s data must be preserved across preemptions. Th

done by allowing cache lines to be locked in place so that they cannot be evicted. A 

cache management scheme would have to be developed in order to handle locke

lines properly. Also, provisions would have to be made for the possibility that the e

cache could be locked, rendering the cache essentially useless if there is data that n

be accessed which is not already in the cache.

In a restoration scheme, each task would be allowed to use the entire cache, a

when a context switch occurs, the cache would be copied to memory and the cache
272727
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of the new task would be copied back into the cache. Restoration must occur before a task

is allowed to execute on the machine. To restore data before execution without stalling the

processor, the next task to run must be predicted. Using DDS, this can be quite difficult, if

not impossible. If RMS were used, the next task to run could be easily determined by

checking the schedule, which is completely predictable, as all frame managers have static

priority. Another option is to delay a task’s execution until the task’s data can be 

pletely loaded. This involves tampering with the real-time scheduling algorithm w

could cause tasks to miss their deadlines unless extreme care is taken.

One of the best solutions to the real-time caching problem so far is the Strategic 

ory Allocation for Real-Time (SMART) Cache. The SMART cache was developed for

in real-time systems that use RMS, however the SMART cache should work in sy

using any preemptive scheduling algorithm. A system using the SMART cache

achieve processor utilization within ten percent of a system using a normal cache, a

SMART cache is deterministic. The SMART caching scheme uses protection to pr

task interference by dividing the cache into partitions. These partitions are then allo

among the tasks that are to be run on the processor. One larger partition is reserve

shared pool, and acts as a normal cache. The shared pool allows shared memo

cached without complicated cache coherence schemes. The shared pool can also 

to cache tasks when there are no available private partitions left. [12]

The allocation of partitions is static, since if it were dynamic some tasks could 

their deadlines while the cache was being reallocated. This means that the task mi

run on the processor must be known ahead of time, so that a static analysis can be 

determine which tasks can use which partitions. Partitions can be reallocated dynam

but it is time consuming. In his thesis, Kirk estimates the time to reallocate the part

for a sample task mix running on a 25 MHz RISC processor to be around 0.15 se
282828
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[13] In that amount of time, almost every task will miss at least one deadline. However,

the allocation scheme is quite clever in that it allocates partitions in such a manner that the

utility of each cache partition is maximized. Unfortunately, to accomplish this it is neces-

sary to have detailed information about each task’s hit and miss rates given an ar

sized private cache. Once the partitions are allocated, the tasks own their partitions.

tially, this means that only the task to which a partition is allocated can use that par

so that data is preserved across preemptions. [14]

As well as the fact that a static task mix is preferable, another major drawback 

SMART cache is that it requires additional instructions in the instruction set to co

which partitions are being accessed, either the private ones or the shared poo

requires that the programmer or the compiler know too much about the actual har

implementation, which may change. This is not desirable in the Mwave system, as

ware must be able to run on all Mwave systems, not just those that have DRAM 

memory system.

Using either a protection or a restoration scheme eliminates the problem of co

between tasks, but does not eliminate the difficulty in timing individual tasks.

2.3.2 Task Timing

The process of determining the worst case execution time of a task is called timing.

current Mwave system, which uses SRAM so that there are no pipeline stalls due to

ory accesses, all instructions take one cycle to complete because of the pipeline. 

system, timing tasks is reduced to finding the longest possible execution path throu

code. With the introduction of DRAM and caching, timing becomes much more com

cated. Now the longest execution path through the code might take less time than a 

path that has significantly more cache misses. 
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Timing in this new situation requires keeping track of the state of the cache at all

times, so that it is possible to determine if a given memory access will hit or miss in the

cache. If the state of the cache is always known, then any execution path can be timed by

simply adding the miss penalty for each cache miss to the time that it would have taken to

execute the given execution path if there were no cache misses. This is in agreement with

the assumption made by Halang and Stoyenko:

The fundamental assumption we make is that only software 
and hardware that can be checked (i.e. analysed for schedu-
lability) for adherence to the constraints before the applica-
tion is run fit the requirements of predictable real time 
applications. [7]

Since it is not always possible to determine the address of a given memory access before

run time, it becomes a very difficult problem to incorporate a cache into a real-time system

and still be able to time all of the tasks. However, in order to adhere to the above assump-

tion, a method must be devised to allow task timing prior to run time, or the use of a cache

in a real time system may be impossible. A likely solution is to use a pessimistic algorithm

in which unpredictable memory accesses are assumed to miss in the cache. That will pro-

vide an upper bound on execution time, but the pessimistic bound may not be tight enough

to allow sufficient processor utilization.

2.3.3 Task Size

One way to eliminate the timing problem is to make the cache large enough so that an

entire task can fit into the cache, or a partition of the cache if partitioning is being used.

Similarly, a restriction could be placed on task size to limit the tasks so that they fit in the

cache. This is undesirable because cache sizes may be different on different processor

implementations. However, if this is done, and a cache replacement scheme is used that

does not allow data to be displaced from the cache, or optimally, the entire task is pre-
303030



loaded, then the task can simply be timed by noting that in the worst case, the task will

miss in the cache exactly once for each memory location.
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Chapter 3

Designing a Real-Time Cache

3.1 Characteristics of the Target System
The specific system at which this research is targeted is the IBM Mwave digital signal pro-

cessor for multimedia use. However, the results can be applied to other DSP systems and

largely to real-time systems in general. Some of the important characteristics of the target

system include having a flexible task set that can be changed dynamically by the user as

the system is running, allowing the introduction of newly written software without rede-

signing the system, not requiring software to be aware of the hardware in the system, and

allowing the system to use dynamic deadline scheduling.

The most important characteristic of the target system is that it is able to run arbitrary

task sets. The user should be able to run whatever task set he wants, which may even

include tasks he wrote himself. This is an important distinction, as many real-time systems

only run fixed task sets, or dynamic subsets of a larger fixed set. By allowing arbitrary

task sets, the memory system can be used in all real-time systems, specifically including

DSPs for use in multimedia computer systems. Adding a cache, or other enhancement to

allow the use of slow memory, should not prohibit the use of arbitrary task sets, if the sys-

tem can otherwise do so.

Furthermore, users should be able to add and remove tasks from the task set while the

system is running without disrupting any of the active tasks. This is important in a multi-

media DSP system, as users do not want the music they are playing to be disrupted when

they start up their fax or modem application, for example. Once again, adding a cache can-

not enable the system to change the task set dynamically, but if the system can otherwise

handle this, then the addition of a cache should not inhibit this ability.
333333



Another important restriction is that modifying the memory system should not prevent

existing software from being used on the system. The introduction of a cache should not

force all existing real-time tasks to be rewritten, but knowledge of how the caching system

works may make it desirable to rewrite existing software for performance gains.

Using a cache should not preclude the use of dynamic deadline scheduling. Using

DDS is desirable for the increased real-time utilization that it allows, as well as the sim-

plicity of the scheduling feasibility checks. Also, if possible, it is desirable to allow as

many tasks to run on the system as computation and memory resources allow using the

given scheduling algorithm. Adding a cache should keep further restrictions placed on the

task set to a minimum.

Most importantly, the addition of a cache should not lead to nondeterministic behavior,

as discussed in Section 2.3 on page 27. If the addition of a cache makes the system nonde-

terministic, then the system may not function properly. Typically, in order to achieve

deterministic behavior, real-time caching systems ignore the nondeterministic behavior

associated with caches and assume that in the worst case all memory accesses will miss in

the cache. By introducing a deterministic cache, this worst case performance can be sig-

nificantly improved.

The target system described here is a little more flexible than many real-time systems.

The fact that the DSP can be used by a wide variety of users to perform various multime-

dia functions makes the problem of adding a cache more difficult than in a controlled real-

time system where the software and hardware are developed together, usually for one spe-

cific purpose. Therefore, a solution that works on this general target system should be eas-

ily adaptable to many real-time systems, including those with more specific purposes.
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3.2 Design Parameters
There are many factors that influence the design of a real-time caching system. However,

five of these factors are more significant than the rest: 

• the bandwidth between the memory and the cache,
• the number of frame managers allowed on the system,
• the use of shared memory,
• the size of typical tasks in relation to the size of the cache, and
• the method used to determine the time each task requires to run.

The bandwidth between the memory and the cache is the most significant fac

determining how fast cache pages can be swapped in and out. The number of fram

agers running on the system can also have a significant impact on determining how 

tain preemptions. The final three design parameters are dependent on the choice

allowable number of frame managers, so they will be explored as they affect the d

once that decision has been made. Whether or not shared memory is allowed can 

influence on the cache design if it is possible for the same address to be cached i

than one cache partition. Finally, the overall size of each task, and how each task 

timed are important in determining the usefulness of any real-time caching system.

3.2.1 Memory to Cache Bandwidth

Obviously, the higher the bandwidth, the less penalty there will be for using DRAM

system that uses large cache blocks that are swapped in and out infrequently, rath

smaller cache blocks that are swapped quite frequently, is desirable, as sequential

offers the possibility for higher bandwidth.

If the bandwidth is sufficiently high, it may be possible to use a cache restor

scheme in which the cache is restored at context switch time by the operating system

out much additional overhead. If the bandwidth is too low for this to occur, then the 

ating system will probably have to take more of the processor’s resources to mana

cache in some less transparent manner.
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The bandwidth also affects the way that individual tasks and frame managers will

manage their cache space. Higher available bandwidth gives more flexibility in cache

management, and allows frequent changes in the data in the cache. Memory that has lower

available bandwidth requires that more attention be paid to carefully organizing data

changes in the cache, and opens the opportunity for pipelining the stages of moving data

into the cache, executing the task, and writing data back out to memory.

3.2.2 Number of Frame Managers

The number of frame managers that are allowed on the system has a significant affect on

the system design. There are essentially two cases. The first case is that only one frame

manager can be running on the system. The second case is that an arbitrary number of

frame managers can be running on the system simultaneously.

Handling the single frame manager case is obviously much easier than handling an

unknown number of frame managers. If there is only one frame manager, then that frame

manager completely owns the entire cache. Since only frame managers can preempt each

other, there will be no preemptions. The problem is reduced to the problem of scheduling

the cache for the tasks contained within the single frame manager. Since the tasks within

any frame manager are always executed in a predetermined, sequential order, the problem

is relatively straightforward, as much of the work can be done prior to run time. An exten-

sion of the single frame manager case is the case in which there are only a small bounded

number of frame managers allowed to run concurrently. In that case, there can be an inde-

pendent cache, or more likely an independent cache partition, dedicated to each frame

manager, so that all of the frame managers on the machine act as if they were operating in

the single frame manager case. In this way, preemptions simply reduce to changing which

cache, or cache partition, is connected to the processor.
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The case in which the number of active frame managers is unpredictable is much more

difficult. In this case, frame managers can preempt each other, and it is not guaranteed that

there will be enough cache space to support all of the running frame managers. This leads

to contention for cache space among the frame managers. The key to this situation is to

make each frame manager think that it is running in the single frame manager case. This is

likely to require cache partitioning and a nontrivial cache management scheme.

3.2.3 Shared Memory

If shared memory is allowed, cache coherence can become an issue. In any real-time cach-

ing system, each task will have its own cache image. If these images are separate caches or

partitions, rather than sharing a single cache amongst all the tasks, then cache coherency

must be maintained. Without shared memory, each frame manager can schedule its tasks

and associated cache space without regard for other frame managers. However, once

shared memory is allowed, there must be some method to prevent tasks from accessing

stale data or updating data out of order. This is similar to the situation in multiprocessing

systems where methods such as snoopy caching are used. [9]

There are many options to maintain cache coherence. One method is to require all

shared data to be cached in a special shared partition which can be accessed by all tasks.

This, however, brings about new problems of its own, as all shared data on the machine

must be able to fit into this shared partition, and if it is not large enough, then cache sched-

uling problems will arise. Another option is to restrict shared data to reside in the cache in

only one place at a time. That way, only the task that is currently using the data can have it

in its cache space. Then when another task accesses that shared data, it will invalidate the

existing copy and bring in its own copy. Once again, this will create timing problems, as it

will almost never be possible to determine if shared data is resident in a particular frame

manager’s cache space in the face of preemptions.
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3.2.4 Size of Tasks

The maximum size of tasks is an important factor to consider in the design. Each frame

manager must be able to function correctly given a finite sized cache or cache partition. If

all the tasks can fit entirely into this cache space, then there is no problem as long as a

task’s data is loaded before it is needed and written back to memory once the ta

completed execution. However, once the task becomes too large to fit into the ava

cache space, the problem becomes significantly more difficult.

When a task is too large to fit entirely in the cache, it becomes important to d

what data should be in the cache at what time. This is quite a significant problem w

is coupled with the fact that the task’s execution must be deterministic. There mus

method of determining the maximum number of cache lines that will be swapped i

out by the task before the task is run. That would allow the cache overhead to be in

in the determination of the task’s worst case execution time.

3.2.5 Task Timing

Task timing becomes necessary whenever there is a situation in which it is u

whether or not a task’s data will be resident in the cache. This encompasses just ab

situations when DRAM and caching are components of the memory system. How

this is not a problem, as timing tasks is quite possible. Halang and Stoyenko prese

such method, which they call a “schedulability analyser,” in [7]. This method is part o

compiler, so it is completely automated, and is easily generalizable to any high leve

guage that meets certain constraints, which they enumerate, that are necessary for

real-time system. The following is a brief description of such a method.

The heart of any task timing tool will involve constructing a weighted directed g

from the task’s code. In the graph, the nodes represent straight line sections of cod

that if the first instruction in the section is executed, then all of the instructions in the
383838



tion will be executed sequentially. The edges represent possible control flow paths. In

other words, each node will have edges leaving it to all of the possible other nodes to

which the program could branch. An example is given in Figure 3.1, which shows how a

simple program fragment can be turned into a program graph.

Figure 3.1: A Code Fragment and its Associated Graph Representation.

Once this graph is constructed, the backward edges must be removed. In order for a

task to be bounded in time, which is a necessary condition for any real-time task which

must have an inviolable worst case execution time, all backward branches must have an

upper bound on the number of times they can be taken. If a backward branch can be taken

n times, then the graph can be unrolled to produce n copies of the loop. The last thing to do

is to assign the edge weights. The weight of any given edge is the time it will take to exe-

cute the code represented by the node to which the edge points. This must take into

account cache contents and reload times. Once this is completed, it is a simple matter to

find the longest path through the graph, and there are many algorithms in existence that do

exactly that. A few algorithms that find the shortest path in a weighted directed graph are

given in [2]. They can easily be modified to find the longest path of the graph instead by

changing the inequalities and making other minor modifications.

loop:

cont:

R0 <- R0 - 1
R1 <- R2 + R3
R4 <- Mem[R1]
R2 <- R2 + 4
BNE R0, loop
...

loop

cont

Sample Code Fragment Associated Program Graph
393939



Timing tasks, therefore, while not a simple proposition, is entirely possible. The fact

that all code used in the Mwave system is written in assembly language makes it a little

more difficult to time. The branch targets and loop bounds are not always clearly defined

in such a way that they could automatically be extracted from the code. This would require

an interactive timing tool that requests input from the programmers, which, while not as

elegant as the automatic tool of Halang and Stoyenko, is still possible.
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Chapter 4

Memory Bandwidth

4.1 Cache Performance
In any system that makes use of a cache, the memory latency of the slower memory limits

the achievable processor utilization. If there is a cache miss, then the processor must wait

until the slower memory returns the required data. Obviously, the faster the data can be

transferred, the less time will be spent waiting on a cache miss. In a real-time caching sys-

tem, as in other systems, it is important for cache misses not to degrade the system perfor-

mance severely. The best way to decrease the penalty of a slow memory access is to group

large blocks of sequential accesses together, as the additional overhead is significantly less

than that for isolated accesses. This serves to reduce the average access times for all of the

data within the block. 

However, reducing the average memory access time by transferring large blocks of

data does not necessarily decrease the cache miss penalty. In fact, it probably increases the

cache miss penalty, as the processor may have to wait for the entire transfer to complete,

depending on where the required data is located in the block and the cache miss protocol.

Although, if the rest of the data in the block is accessed by the processor later, then the

overall system performance will improve. There is a trade-off between the average access

time and the largest useful data block. The optimal block size must be determined by the

locality of reference in the system. If the block size is too large, then too much time will be

spent transferring unneeded data. If the block size is too small, then the miss rate will be

too high. This problem is not unique to real-time systems, rather it is fundamental to good

cache design.
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The following is an overview of many techniques that can be used to increase memory

bandwidth, which can directly increase processor utilization, as time spent waiting for

data is minimized.

4.2 Decreasing Memory Latency
There are many ways to decrease the memory latency of DRAM. The problem is that none

of the methods are deterministic. Almost all of the current research in the area of reducing

memory latency is targeted at reducing the average case memory latency. Unfortunately,

this is not effective for real-time systems, as the worst case memory latency must be

reduced. However, by controlling the way the cache accesses the memory system, it may

be possible to use some of these methods deterministically.

The use of static-column, or page mode, DRAM can help improve system perfor-

mance. When data is accessed from static-column DRAM, the entire column that is being

accessed is buffered. This allows subsequent accesses to the same column to be much

quicker. If each task’s data can be stored in one column of the DRAM, then wors

execution times are dependent on the column access time, rather than the DRAM’s 

access time. This could easily increase processor utilization. If the data takes up m

columns, even a small number of them, then a problem arises, as the task could ac

columns alternately, and thus render the column buffer useless. However, for seq

block accesses within a column, the average memory access time is much lower

static-column DRAM is used instead of normal memory. [5]

Interleaved memory is a set of memory banks in which sequential addresses are

across memory banks. The use of interleaved memory banks would allow multiple

current memory accesses. However, this is too easily defeated by simply using th

immediately after it is loaded. Interleaving can also be defeated by having conse
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memory accesses to the same bank. This problem can be avoided to some extent by mak-

ing use of several techniques designed to decrease the likelihood that consecutive memory

accesses will be to the same memory bank. Interleaved memory works best for sequential

accesses, as it is guaranteed that consecutive accesses will be to different banks. As long

as consecutive accesses are to different banks, multiple memory accesses can occur con-

currently, which dramatically increases the bandwidth of the DRAM. [8]

The use of video random access memory (VRAM) would allow quick instruction

access for straight line sections of code. VRAM is dual ported DRAM in which one port is

for random access, and the other is for sequential access. The sequential access port has

very high throughput, so that the VRAM would be beneficial for sequential blocks of

code, but whenever there is a branch that is taken, the full latency of the DRAM is

incurred. [5]

Similarly, the use of a stream buffer would also help for straight line sections of code.

A stream buffer is essentially a FIFO queue, in which instructions are prefetched sequen-

tially after the current address and placed into the queue. If the DRAM has enough band-

width to keep the stream buffer full, and there is a straight line section of code, the

processor would be able to fetch instructions from the fast queue, instead of the DRAM.

As with the use of VRAM, though, whenever there is a branch, the full memory latency of

the DRAM will be incurred. [11]

Another possible option is to try to prefetch data and instructions. The stream buffer is

really a method of prefetching instructions. Prefetching data requires looking ahead in the

instruction stream to anticipate load instructions. Anticipating load instructions can be dif-

ficult due to branching, but when it is possible, a prefetch can be initiated. However, it

may not be possible to determine the correct memory address if there is a register offset,

which may change between the time of the prefetch and the time that the load is executed.
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A better method of prefetching would be to add instructions to the instruction set to allow

code driven preloading. [1]

When used to access sequential blocks of data, many of these methods deterministi-

cally decrease the memory access time. The use of static-column DRAM, interleaved

memory, and VRAM can easily be used to access sequential blocks of data quicker than if

each data word were accessed individually.

4.3 Reducing the Miss Rate
The most useful approaches to reducing memory latency are those that combine caching

and some other methods for reducing memory latency. Some of the methods with the most

potential are backing up a cache with static-column DRAM so that miss penalties would

be decreased, or using intelligent prefetching into the cache to increase the hit rate.

Since digital signal processing code typically has access patterns similar to vector

code, data prefetching can be driven by anticipating vector accesses. If the vector access

stride can be determined, then prefetching can occur without looking for load instructions

in the instruction stream. [3] One possible method to determine the vector access stride as

a task is running is to use a stride prediction table, as described in [4]. This would allow

speculative prefetching to be done, with the prefetched data stored in the cache, hopefully

increasing the hit rate. This is not likely to lead to deterministic behavior. However, if the

stride is specified in the code, then prefetching can deterministically decrease execution

times.

For instruction memory, a cache could be combined with stream buffers or VRAM.

This would allow straight line sections of code to benefit from the sequential access capa-

bilities of the stream buffer or VRAM, and branches to be handled by the cache.
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Interleaved memory could also be used in conjunction with a cache. If the cache is

used to hold large blocks of data instead of small lines, then memory interleaving can dra-

matically increase the memory bandwidth from the DRAM to the cache. In loading a large

block of data, all memory accesses are sequential, which would allow the interleaved

memory to make full use of all of the memory banks in the system simultaneously.

The methods mentioned here work best with a cache that holds large blocks of data

rather than small lines. The larger the data block, the more the memory latency can be

amortized across a long sequential access. Of course, there are limits, and the block size

can be made too large to take advantage of the memory configuration successfully. Also,

there is a point at which increasing the block size will also increase the miss rate, and

therefore be detrimental to the system, as explained in Section 4.1 on page 41.
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Chapter 5

A Single Frame Manager System

5.1 The Single Frame Manager
As mentioned in Section 3.2.2 on page 36, handling a single frame manager is much sim-

pler than handling an unknown number of frame managers. There can be no preemptions

with a single frame manager, as all tasks have the same priority, and tasks are always exe-

cuted in a predetermined, sequential order. Therefore, the problem of dealing with the

cache reduces to the problem of scheduling the cache for a predictable execution order of

tasks.

A system in which there is only a single frame manager can be a useful system. That is

effectively what is done in a system that uses the timeline scheduling algorithm, such as

AT&T’s VCOS† real-time operating system. [19] [20] [21] VCOS, which stands for Visi-

ble Caching Operating System, is intended for use in a real-time system with a visible

cache. A visible cache is simply a cache that is visible to the users of the system, unlike

conventional hidden caches, which are usually only visible to the operating system. In

VCOS, there is only one execution frame, and in that frame, tasks are executed sequen-

tially. 

Functioning systems that use VCOS typically have small caches that contain about 1

or 2 kwords and store program code and data in the host system’s memory, as the

does not have its own memory beyond the cache. The caches are small so that d

easily be transferred from the host memory to the cache without significantly degr

the system’s real-time performance. All tasks must fit within the cache, as the miss p

would be unbearable if data had to be fetched from the host memory. The cache lo

†  VCOS is a trademark of AT&T.
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unload takes place sequentially before and after a task’s execution. This is modera

the fact that the frame size is rather large (usually 10 ms) so the tasks are correspo

longer, as they must operate on a larger number of samples. The load and unload

therefore not as large a percentage of the execution time as it otherwise would be.

The tasks that can execute on this type of system are limited by both the cache s

the frame size. Tasks must be able to function in the given execution frame. If they n

shorter frame, they must do multiple frames’ worth of work in the one larger frame, a

they need a larger frame, they must either split up the work among multiple frames,

nothing in some frames. Having tasks that are idle in some frames is clearly a wa

real-time resources. Also, unless a task is executing in its desired frame, or possibly

tiple thereof, it will be inherently inefficient. However, this solution leads to a function

caching system, which is not trivial. Tasks are limited to the cache size, because th

executes out of host memory space, so there is no way to effectively service a cach

without forfeiting nearly all of the system’s real-time capabilities.

In this framework, task writers do not have the flexibility to choose a frame rate

coincides with a useful number of samples for an efficient signal processing algor

Instead sample rate conversion must be done to simulate a particular sampling rate

more efficient for the purpose of coding an algorithm. There are also other limitatio

this type of system. If there can be only one frame rate in the system, it probably wi

slow one, so that all tasks can have useful work to do in each frame. This brings

issues of response time, as each task has to wait an entire frame before it can respo

external event, which could be a severe constraint. Despite these problems, and p

others that are related to digital signal processing issues, a usable system can 

structed that hides most of the memory latency with a single frame manager.
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Ideally, a real-time system will be able to handle whatever frames the programmer

desires. Obviously, full generality cannot be obtained, but hopefully more than one frame

will be supported, as a system that only supports a single frame places a large burden on

the programmer. However, a system that uses only a single frame manager can be used as

a basis for constructing a more general system.

5.2 The Loader and Unloader
In order to schedule the cache effectively, there needs to be a notion of a loader and an

unloader for the cache. The loader is something that loads a task’s data from memo

the cache, and likewise the unloader copies modified data in the cache back into m

upon completion of execution. The loader and unloader may be conceptual constr

actual hardware. Figure 5.1 shows a simplistic design of how the loader and un

would fit into a caching system.

Figure 5.1: Overview of a Real-Time Caching System

The stages of a task’s execution must be broken up into blocks of loading, exec

and unloading. Each task can specify multiple load and execution blocks, and un

would occur automatically after each execution block on all modified data. If the lo

and unloader cannot be active simultaneously with the DSP, then task execution 

occur sequentially, in the following order: load, execute, and unload. However, if all 

systems can be active simultaneously, then the next task in the schedule can be loa

Dynamic
RAM

Loader

Unloader

DSPCache

Instructions & Data
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the previous task unloaded at the same time that the current task is executing. In this case,

the length of each pipeline stage is the longest of loading, executing, or unloading. 

Figure 5.2: Task Execution with One Frame Manager

Figure 5.2 shows an example of sequential and pipelined execution. If loading, execu-

tion, and unloading occur simultaneously, then there can be three tasks’ data in the

simultaneously. This means that either the size of the cache will seem one third as

each task, or the cache size must be tripled in order to maintain the same effective

size as in the sequential case. Also, cache coherency issues must be addressed

tasks are allowed to reside in the cache simultaneously. A method of handling 

coherency in a partitioned cache will be presented in Chapter 6.

Using the pipelined system, tasks can be pipelined amongst themselves, and sim

all of the tasks in the frame manager can be put into the pipeline one after another, w

pipeline stalls. Since everything is known in advance, the length of each stage can 

determined, and the entire time of execution from the first load to the last unload c

calculated ahead of time for the frame. This allows deterministic execution, so the s

can effectively operate in real-time without missing deadlines.

5.3 Using DRAM in Page Mode
The above model also applies to DRAM that can be used in page mode without a 

Task A: Load

Execute

Unload

Task A
Pipelined:

Stage: 1 2 3 4
Time
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Page mode DRAM, as described in Section 4.2 on page 42, is memory that allows a page

to be accessed in the normal DRAM access time, but once that page has been accessed,

subsequent accesses to the same page can be serviced quickly. When another page is

accessed, the old page is lost. So effectively in this arrangement the active page can be

considered the cache. The load time then becomes the time to bring up a page, and there is

no unload time, as writes update the DRAM directly.

However, loading and execution cannot occur simultaneously, so paging DRAM can

only be used in the sequential model. This is not too much of a problem, as the time to

bring up a page is typically quite short, perhaps on the order of four or five machine

cycles. The use of page mode does require timing on a finer granularity than using a

cache, as a page in a DRAM is typically quite small, as it is really just the column that is

selected in the DRAM which is stored in a fast buffer.

5.4 Task Timing
As discussed in Section 3.2.5 on page 38, task timing will be necessary if the cache is not

large enough for the entire task to fit into the cache. However, in this system, timing can

be simplified by separating a task into sections. If each section only accesses a block of

data that is smaller than the cache size, then these sections can be pipelined in the loader,

DSP, and unloader. Furthermore, if the execution time of each section is about the same or

greater than the load time for the next section, and the unload time for the previous sec-

tion, then there will be almost no overhead for loading and unloading the cache, except the

initial priming of the pipe and the final flushing of the pipe in each frame.

If tasks cannot be broken down into small enough sections, then timing becomes much

more difficult. In that case, the methods described in Section 3.2.5 on page 38 can be used
515151



to time the tasks. However, the sequential model must be used, as a cache miss cannot be

serviced if the loader is busy loading up another cache partition.
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Chapter 6

Execution Quantization

6.1 Preemptions
Preemptions occur when more than one frame manager are running on the system. It is

impossible to predict when these preemptions will take place. As a result, it is necessary to

manage the data that is stored in the cache carefully. When a task resumes execution after

being preempted, the cache must contain the same data that it did when the task was pre-

empted. The time taken to ensure that the cache contents are correct in spite of preemp-

tions must be deterministic, and it must be guaranteed that there are sufficient resources

available to manage the cache. These restrictions are important, because if they are not

met, then it is conceivable that many tasks will not complete before their deadlines

because the cache was not ready for them to use.

One way to manage the cache is to make each frame manager save the cache before it

executes and restore the cache when it completes. This would guarantee that the cache

contents are always correct, because after a preemption they will always be returned to the

state they were in before the preempting frame manager started to execute. To guarantee

that there are enough resources to make this possible, each frame manager must increase

its worst case execution time to include the time needed to save and restore the cache.

Since frame managers can only be preempted by other frame managers with a faster frame

rate, as shown in Theorem 2.1, the slowest frame manager does not have to increase its

worst case execution time, as it will never preempt another frame manager. This is a very

simplistic method of cache management, and it is not very efficient. Clearly frame manag-

ers do not preempt each other at the start of every frame, but this method requires that they

be prepared to do so anyway. This may be necessary because of the unpredictable nature
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of preemptions, but it is very costly. A significant amount of time is being reserved in case

it is needed to save and restore the cache, and if it is not used, then it cannot be reclaimed

for real-time use.

6.2 Quantization
A better way to overcome the problem of preemptions is to guarantee that each task can

execute for a certain length of time once it starts running. By providing a guarantee, the

possibility of loading the cache only to execute a few instructions is eliminated. This is the

basis for execution quantization (EQ). In EQ, time is broken up into equal sized quantiza-

tion blocks. Each quantization block is a period of time in which only one task can exe-

cute, so once a task begins execution it is guaranteed that it can execute for the entire

quantization block. These quantization blocks are separated by quantization boundaries.

During the quantization boundaries, the scheduler can become active and decide which

task will execute in the next quantization block. Effectively, the scheduler sees time dis-

cretely, as it only makes decisions on the equally spaced quantization boundaries.

There are two major drawbacks to EQ. The first is that one hundred percent processor

utilization cannot be achieved. This occurs because the scheduler cannot make decisions

on a fine enough granularity, so the processor is sometimes idle even though there are

tasks waiting to be run. However, this penalty is minimal, and does not prevent the system

from being useful. The second drawback is that tasks must execute for the duration of an

integral number of quantization blocks. This problem arises because the scheduler can

only make decisions on quantization boundaries, so if a task completes execution in the

middle of a quantization block, a new task cannot be switched in until the next quantiza-

tion boundary.
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In spite of these problems, EQ deterministically allows arbitrary task sets to achieve

processor utilizations that are very close to the maximum utilization of the scheduling

algorithm. In addition, EQ allows tasks to be guaranteed that they will execute for a given

length of time before they can be preempted. Most importantly, with the use of EQ and

dynamic deadline scheduling, a cache that is transparent to the programmer can be incor-

porated into a real-time system, which has been impossible without succumbing to very

low processor utilizations.

6.2.1 Dynamic Deadline Scheduling

When using execution quantization in conjunction with dynamic deadline scheduling,

the dynamic deadline scheduling algorithm fundamentally stays the same as described in

Section 2.1.2 on page 19. The only real difference is that scheduling decisions are only

made on quantization boundaries.

Figure 6.1: Quantized Execution Using Dynamic Deadline Scheduling

Figure 6.1 shows how quantized execution affects dynamic deadline scheduling. By

forcing the scheduler to act only at discrete time intervals, some preemptions that would

have happened earlier are held off until the next quantization boundary. It is also clear

from the figure that each task is allowed to execute for an entire quantization block once it

begins execution in that block, but at the end of that block, the task is subject to preemp-

tion. If the task is not preempted, then it can continue to execute in the next block, and it

Task A

Task B

Task C

Frame Boundaries Task Execution

Quantization Boundaries
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cannot be preempted until the next subsequent quantization boundary. Looking at the fig-

ure, it is also easy to see that each task must execute for the entire quantization block once

it begins executing in that block. This phenomenon occurs because scheduling decisions

are only made on quantization boundaries, so once a task is executing on the system no

other task can begin execution until the next time the scheduler becomes active. In reality,

the task does not actually have to continue execution; however, that time is not available

for real-time use! Therefore, each task must round up its worst case execution time so that

it is an integral number of quantization blocks.

6.2.2 Utilization Restrictions for Execution Quantization

It is important to notice that in regular DDS each task executes as early as possible in

each of its frames. If the processor utilization is below one hundred percent, then there is

some time between the completion of execution of each task and its deadline in every

frame. A task’s utilization is a measurement of the amount of the processor’s reso

that the task requires. Utilization for an individual task is defined to be the ratio o

task’s worst case execution time to the period of the task’s frame. The total processo

zation is the sum of the utilizations of each task that is running on the processor. T

lowing theorem shows that there is a direct relation between the total processor utili

and the minimum time between the completion of a task and that task’s deadline in

frame.

Theorem 6.1: In a system that uses DDS to schedule a task set with total utilizatioU,

each task completes its execution in every frame of period T seconds at least (1 - U)T sec-

onds before the end of the frame.

Proof:  Let S be a schedule of some arbitrary task set, τ. Let U be the utilization of τ. In S,

each task must execute as soon as it possibly can. This is a direct result of the DD

rithm, as a task is scheduled as soon as it is the highest priority task that still needs s
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Let τ’ be a new task set in which all tasks in τ are also in τ’, and all tasks in τ’ have the

same or greater utilization than the corresponding tasks in τ. Let S’ be the schedule of the

new task set, τ’. Since, in the schedule S, all tasks execute as soon as they can, and all

tasks in τ’ take as long or longer to execute than the corresponding tasks in τ, no task will

execute earlier in S’ than the corresponding task did in S.

Since DDS allows any task set with utilization of one hundred percent or less to be

scheduled, the utilization of any task in τ can be increased by 1 - U, and τ will still be

schedulable. No task will execute any earlier once this task’s utilization has 

increased, which was shown above, as no task’s utilization has been decreased. F

more, the task with the increased execution time completes execution before its de

in every frame. In the schedule S, the task must have completed at least (1 - U)T seconds

before the end of each of its frames of period T seconds, in order for the schedule S’ to be

feasible. Therefore in S, every frame of period T seconds, has (1 - U)T seconds left

between the completion of that frame’s task, and the end of the frame, since any tas

lization can be increased by (1 - U)T seconds without causing an overflow to occur.

6.2.3 Proof of Correctness for Execution Quantization

In order for execution quantization to work, the utilization of each task must be q

tized. A task’s utilization is quantized by forcing the task to have a worst case exec

time that is an integral multiple of the length of a quantization block. This is nece

because the scheduler can only make scheduling decisions on quantization bounda

in the worst case a task would have to execute until the completion of the final qua

tion block in which it executes. The following theorem will be used to show that any

set can be scheduled using dynamic deadline scheduling and execution quantiza

long as the task set’s quantized utilization is less than , where T is the length of the

shortest frame period in the task set, and Q is the length of a quantization block. 

T Q–
T

-------------
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Theorem 6.2: Let Q be the length of a quantization block. If every task has a worst case

execution time that is an integral multiple of Q, then, in the worst case, using execution

quantization causes all tasks to complete on the quantization boundary immediately fol-

lowing the time when they would have completed if dynamic deadline scheduling without

execution quantization were used.

Figure 6.2: An Arbitrary Frame in the Schedule

Proof:  Let S be a schedule of a task set, in which each task has a worst case execution

time that is an integral multiple of Q, that was scheduled using dynamic deadline schedul-

ing without execution quantization. Figure 6.2 shows an arbitrary frame in S.

In the figure, s is the time at which the task first executes in the frame, and f is the time

that the task completes execution in the frame. Let τ be the task that runs in this frame, and

let C be the worst case execution time of τ. The first thing to note about this frame is that

the time interval [s, f] must contain an integral number of quantization blocks. This fol-

lows directly from the fact that the execution times for all tasks are an integral number of

quantization blocks. Clearly, at time s, τ has the highest priority of any task that is ready to

run. Therefore, until τ has completed its execution, only tasks with a higher priority will

be allowed to run. Furthermore, if a task with a higher priority begins execution, it must

also complete execution. This was shown in Theorem 2.2, as the preempted task cannot

resume execution until all tasks that preempt it have completed execution. So clearly the

sum of the execution times of tasks other than τ running in the interval [s, f] is the sum of

Q

A Ds f s’ f’

A = frame’s arrival time
D = frame’s deadline
s = start of execution in the frame
f = completion of execution in the frame
s’ = first quantization boundary after s
f’ = first quantization boundary after f

Arbitrary frame in the schedule

Q = quantization block
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the entire execution times of some number of tasks. Since each term in that sum is an inte-

gral number of quantization blocks, the sum will also be an integral number of quantiza-

tion blocks. Since τ must also run in [s, f] and C is an integral number of quantization

blocks, the total time spent on computation in [s, f] is an integral number of quantization

blocks, and there is no idle time in [s, f], as τ is ready to run, and does not complete its exe-

cution until f.

For the rest of the proof, mathematical induction will be used. Assume, for all time

before t, that execution quantization forces all tasks in the schedule S to complete on the

quantization boundary immediately following their completion in S. Therefore, for every

frame that occurs before t, the completion time, f, is moved back to f’, in the worst case.

The base case is the first task that executes. In the beginning of any schedule, every frame

begins at the same time. Therefore, the task with the fastest frame rate will execute first,

and, as Theorem 2.1 shows, it cannot be preempted. Since this task cannot begin execution

until the first quantization boundary after the start of the schedule, it will complete on the

quantization boundary immediately after the time that it completed in S.

To show that if this property holds until time t, it will hold for the task that starts exe-

cution at time t, the points of interest are when t is the start of execution in some frame. In

this frame, s is forced to move to s’. There are two cases to consider. The first is if s = A. In

this case, s must move to s’, as τ cannot preempt until a quantization boundary. The sec-

ond is if s > A. In that case, s is also the completion time of some task of higher priority

than τ. From the induction hypothesis, that completion time is moved to s’, so the start of

τ must also be moved to s’. It may no longer be true that τ starts at s’, but it can certainly

start no earlier.

Examining the time interval [s’, f’] more closely reveals that the total computation in

that region is identical to the computation in the schedule S in the time interval [s, f]. Since
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all frame boundaries that occur in [s, s’] will be delayed until s’, and all frame boundaries

that occur in [f, f’] will be delayed until f’, the frame boundaries in [s’, f’] in the new

schedule are exactly the same frame boundaries that were in [s, f] in the schedule S. There-

fore, the same tasks that executed in [s, f] in the original schedule, will execute in [s’, f’] in

the quantized schedule. Therefore, τ will have completed by f’, which completes the proof

by induction.

Theorem 6.2 shows that, in the worst case, execution quantization delays the comple-

tion of all tasks to occur on the quantization boundary that immediately follows the time

that each task would have completed using dynamic deadline scheduling without execu-

tion quantization. This delay can be no greater than one quantization block.

Let T be the length of the shortest frame’s period in the task set, and Q be the length of

a quantization block. As proved in Theorem 6.1, for any task set whose utilization i

than  that is scheduled using dynamic deadline scheduling, there will be at leQ

seconds left at the end of each frame between the task’s completion and the deadlin

frame. Since Theorem 6.2 proves that execution quantization will delay the complet

each task by at most Q seconds, there can be no overflows if the task set’s quantized 

zation is less than . Therefore, execution quantization is feasible for all task

whose quantized utilization is less than .

6.3 Loading and Unloading the Cache
To ensure that tasks will not be preempted shortly after they begin execution, exe

quantization guarantees that tasks will run for blocks of time. Once the cache is load

a task begins execution, the task is guaranteed to be able to do some useful work

time can be spent loading the cache only to execute a very small number of instruc

is very difficult to ensure that tasks will complete before their deadlines, as it is quite

T Q–
T

-------------

T Q–
T

-------------

T Q–
T

-------------
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sible that a task will be preempted before it can accomplish anything. The time spent

reloading a task over and over can quickly dominate a task’s execution time if it i

guaranteed that the task will execute for some length of time before being preempte

eliminates this problem by guaranteeing that a task will be able to execute without

ruption for a given length of time. Even though EQ guarantees that tasks will execu

entire quantization blocks, it is still necessary to load the cache with the appropriate

data at the correct time. 

EQ also facilitates cache management. If quantization blocks are long enou

unload the cache and reload it with new data, then a task’s data can be loaded in th

tization block preceding its execution, and unloaded in the quantization block succe

its execution. In the IBM Mwave system, instructions are immutable, so they do not

to be unloaded back into memory, and coefficients and other immutable data do no

to be unloaded either. Also, if there is enough hardware to allow simultaneous loadin

unloading, then they can obviously go on concurrently. The loader and unloader s

still work as described in Section 5.2 on page 49, and pictured in Figure 5.1. The 

difference in the functionality of the loader and unloader is that they are controlled b

operating system for use by all tasks on the machine, rather than by a single fram

ager for the exclusive use of that frame manager’s tasks.

The remaining problem is the determination of which task to load into the cache a

given time. Ideally, an omniscient scheduler would be used. However, it is unlikely

the scheduler will always know which task to load next, and such speculation could 

in a task’s data being loaded into the cache before the start of its execution frame

cally, the start of an execution frame denotes the time at which it can be guaranteed

task’s data will be ready, so it is not advisable to attempt to load that data early. A 
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system requires the scheduling algorithm to schedule the cache loads as well as task exe-

cution.

6.3.1 Dynamic Deadline Scheduling and Loading

Figure 6.3: Execution Quantization with Loading

Figure 6.4: Execution Quantization with Speculative Loading

The schedules shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 are modifications to the schedule origi-

nally presented in Figure 6.1. These modified schedules include the time that is used to

load the cache, which is represented by the black boxes. The actions that occur in the

cache load time are to copy the mutable data that is currently in the cache back to memory

and then to copy the new task’s data and instructions from memory to the cache. In

not to disrupt the schedule, the cache must be loaded at the same time that anothe

running. There must be two caches, one that can be used by the processor, and one

be used by the loader and unloader. The scheduler must be able to switch which ca

Task A

Task B

Task C

Frame Boundaries Task Execution

Quantization Boundaries

Cache Load

Task A

Task B

Task C

Frame Boundaries Task Execution
Cache Load

Quantization Boundaries
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processor and cache loader have access to, in order to perform a context switch. Rather

than having two separate caches, a single cache with two partitions could be used, but it

must be possible to access both partitions in the same machine cycle. This can be accom-

plished by using either a dual ported cache or by using a cache with a sufficiently fast

access time that multiple accesses can occur each machine cycle.

Figure 6.3 shows a modified dynamic deadline scheduling algorithm that loads the

cache in the quantization block immediately preceding execution. This requires prediction

of which task will execute next. Also, if a task completes execution before its worst case

execution time, then the cache will not be ready for another task to run. However, the

scheduler is capable of scheduling all of the tasks if they all take their worst case execu-

tion times, so the next task does not need to be scheduled until the current task would have

completed in the worst case. Requiring the scheduling algorithm to predict which task will

execute next, however, is quite difficult. It is not always possible to predict exactly when

an interrupt will occur, and therefore any possible strategy for predicting the schedule is

prone to error. If the scheduler is not always able to predict which task to load, then there

will be time spent waiting for a task to load when that task should be executing. If this

occurs at unpredictable times, the system will not be deterministic.

In order to make Figure 6.3 clearer, unloading is not pictured. It is implicit that a t

data is copied back to memory in the quantization block immediately following the t

execution. Since a quantization block is long enough to perform the longest po

unload and the longest possible load, it is guaranteed that it will always be poss

unload the cache at that time. Figure 6.4 also does not show unloading for the sake 

ity. However, it is also assumed that when speculative loading is used, a task’s data 

copied back to memory in the quantization block immediately after a task compet

execution.
636363
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Speculative loading is a better loading method, as it does not require prediction. The

idea of speculative loading is to have the highest priority task’s data always in one

tion of the cache and the second highest priority task’s data always in the other parti

they are not, then they should be loaded, with preference given to the higher priority

if they both need to be loaded. This method is illustrated in Figure 6.4. In this varia

dynamic deadline scheduling, a new task is loaded as soon as there is a free cach

tion, assuming that there is a task that is ready to execute. This ensures that unload

take place as soon as possible, and if there are no available tasks to load, then un

can occur by itself. This method alleviates both problems from the previous method.

if a task finishes early, then another task is available to start running at the next qua

tion boundary, unless there is no task that is ready to be loaded by that time. Also t

no prediction involved, as the cache simply contains the data for the two highest p

tasks. There is one significant drawback, however, which is that data may be loade

then never used before it is unloaded. This occurs when a task’s data is specu

loaded, and then a higher priority task becomes active. The speculatively loaded t

longer has the second highest priority, so it will be unloaded. In this case, the cac

effectively been preempted. This wastes bandwidth between the cache and mem

data was transferred that was never used. However, if that data had not been tran

the memory, the loader, and the empty cache partition would have been idle, 

resources were available. Using available resources for a potentially unnecessa

transfer is outweighed by the usefulness of the speculative loading method.

6.3.2 Utilization Constraints

Loading and unloading the cache require that the maximum processor utilizatio

restricted even further than the restrictions required for execution quantization to 

The use of speculative loading delays each task’s execution by exactly one quant
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block. This is true because of the latency required to load the cache. Since prediction is not

used, any task that runs at the start of its frame must be delayed by one quantization block,

as that first quantization block must be used to load the cache. By induction, it is clear that

if all tasks prior to a given task execute one quantization block late, then the given task

will also be delayed by one quantization block, waiting for the previous task to complete

its execution and simultaneously loading its cache partition, if it is not already loaded.

Other than the delay of one quantization block relative to the frame boundaries, loading

does not modify the schedule. This effect can be seen by comparing Figure 6.1 with Figure

6.4.

As the cache is unloaded in the quantization block immediately following the comple-

tion of execution, each task is complete exactly two quantization blocks after it would

have been completed using execution quantization without loading or unloading. This

means that if it can be guaranteed that there are two free quantization blocks at the end of

every frame, then loading and unloading can be added to the schedule, and no task will

overflow. Theorem 6.1 states that if the utilization of a task set is U, then there will be (1 -

U)T seconds free at the end of each frame of period T seconds. In order to guarantee that

there will be two quantization blocks free at the end of each frame, the processor utiliza-

tion must be restricted by two quantization blocks out of the shortest execution frame. So

in order for execution quantization to work with loading and unloading, one quantization

block out of the shortest execution frame must be unused, as stated in Section 6.2.3 on

page 57, in addition to the two required for loading and unloading. Therefore, any task set

whose processor utilization is less than , where T is the shortest execution frame

period and Q is the length of a quantization block, can be scheduled in a system with a

cache using DDS and EQ.

T 3Q–
T

-----------------
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6.4 The Operating System
Every time there is an interrupt from one of the periodic interrupt sources or a task com-

pletes its execution, the scheduler must decide which task should execute next. Since

interrupts occur quite often, the operating system is frequently executing small sections of

code. The ideal system would store the operating system in its own cache partition that is

locked in place. This would always allow the operating system to execute immediately

without waiting for its data to be loaded.

The operating system does not fit nicely into execution quantization. Since the operat-

ing system only executes small sections of code, it is not practical to make the operating

system use an entire quantization block every time it needs to make a scheduling decision.

If the operating system is allowed to execute within a quantization block without using the

whole block, then the task that uses the rest of that block is not guaranteed that it will be

able to execute for an entire quantization block. 

One solution is to guarantee that only the time in the quantization block minus the

longest path in the operating system is available for real-time use. This is not an ideal solu-

tion for two reasons. First, it is very pessimistic, because the operating system will only

need to execute in some fraction of the quantization blocks, so there will be a lot of time

that is not available for real-time use. Second, the real-time resources that must be devoted

to the operating system are dependant on the size of the quantization block. This is

extremely undesirable, as it will drive the quantization blocks to be larger in order to

reduce the overhead of the operating system, whereas it is advantageous to have small

quantization blocks in order to allow the scheduler to make decisions on as fine a granu-

larity as possible. 

A better solution is for the operating system to execute between quantization blocks in

the time denoted as the quantization boundary. The size of the boundaries is only
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increased when the operating system must execute. Since the operating system only exe-

cutes for very short periods of time, subsequent quantization blocks will not be delayed

very long. If the operating system’s utilization is u, then EQ will be feasible if the tota

task set utilization does not exceed . This follows simply from the fact that t

cannot make use of resources that are needed for the operating system. Onc

resources are reserved, removing three quantization blocks out of the fastest frame

system still guarantees that tasks will have sufficient slack time to allow loading, qua

tion, and unloading.

6.5 Hardware Implementation of Quantization

Figure 6.5: Quantization Hardware

Interrupts are used to define frame boundaries, as explained in Section 2.1.1 on p

so in order for execution quantization to work, interrupts must be delayed until qua

tion boundaries. The interrupts still need to be latched and time stamped when they

to ensure that the interrupts are eventually able to reach the processor with accurate

information. The time stamp is used to determine an estimate of when a frame’s de

will occur. By using hardware to delay the arrival of interrupts to fall on a quantiza

T 3Q–
T

----------------- u–
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boundary, the regular dynamic deadline scheduling algorithm can be used with only minor

modifications to control the loader. Quantization is enforced by not allowing an interrupt

to interfere with a task’s execution in the middle of a quantization block.

All of the interrupts can be delayed using a simple counter, as shown in Figur

The counter must be initialized with the number of instructions that are in one qua

tion block, which is stored in the register labelled “Initial Count Value” in the figure. 

counter is then clocked with the system clock and is decremented by one each

When the counter becomes zero, it is a quantization boundary. At that point, the inte

become visible to the processor and the counter is reset to its initial value. While the

ating system is running, the counter is not clocked, as that time is not part of a quant

block.

Figure 6.6: A Real-Time Caching System

Figure 6.6 shows how the cache actually fits into the overall system. There ar

cache partitions that can be used for tasks, and one locked partition that is always u

the operating system. The loader and unloader have access to both cache partit

does the DSP. However, for the duration of any given quantization block, the loade

unloader can only access one of the partitions, and the DSP can only access the ot

tition. By restricting access to different partitions, the loading hardware and the proc

Dynamic
RAM

Loader

Unloader

DSP

Cache Partition A

Cache Partition B

Operating System

Instructions & Data

Instructions & Data

Instructions & Data
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 to be
cannot interfere with each other in the cache. The operating system has control of which

partition is available to the DSP and which one is available to the loader and the unloader.

The loader and unloader can be the same or separate hardware, depending on the specifics

of a given implementation. In the IBM Mwave system, the instructions are immutable so

they do not need to be copied back to memory and could be overwritten while the data is

being unloaded. It is also possible either to use one cache for both instructions and data, or

to have separate caches, one for instructions and one for data. The IBM Mwave system

would probably need two caches, as instruction and data accesses by the processor can

occur simultaneously.

The operating system is loaded into its partition once, and then is completely self con-

tained. The instructions are always available for use and there must be enough room in the

partition to store all of the possible data that the operating system may need. That way, the

operating system never has to wait for the cache to be loaded.

6.6 DRAM Refresh
In a real-time system, special consideration must be given to DRAM refresh, as explained

in Section 2.1.3 on page 21. EQ further alters the notion of how refresh can be performed.

In EQ, control of the memory system is not guaranteed for the entire length of execution

of the task. However, every task is in control of the memory system for at least one load

time and one unload time in each frame. Therefore, the simplest solution is to schedule as

many refresh tasks as it takes to guarantee control of the memory system for long enough

to refresh the entire DRAM. These tasks should be as short as possible, which is one quan-

tization block, since they will not be doing any useful computation. By scheduling these

tasks at the period that refresh needs to occur, and refreshing the DRAM instead of load-

ing the cache during these tasks’ load and unload times, the DRAM is guaranteed

refreshed correctly without interfering with any other task’s execution.
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6.7 Memory Bandwidth
The available bandwidth between the cache and main memory is extremely important in

EQ, as it determines the minimum size of a quantization block. For given cache sizes, the

quantization block must be long enough to accommodate unloading and loading the entire

data cache, and loading the entire instruction cache, assuming instructions are immutable.

Obviously, using memory with higher bandwidth is desirable, as it decreases the length of

a quantization block, and therefore decreases the loss of available resources for real-time

computation because of EQ.

In a system that only runs tasks that entirely fit in the cache, each task’s data wi

sist of a small number of large blocks of memory and it is likely that each task’s ins

tions will be located in one contiguous block. Therefore, the memory system shou

designed to transfer blocks of data at as high a rate as possible, which means more

sis should be placed on peak transfer rate than on the latency that is incurred when 

fer is started. Memory interleaving and other techniques designed to increase peak t

rate, as described in Chapter 4, can be used to maximize the transfer rate of the m

system. Memory latency becomes more important in systems in which all tasks d

entirely fit into the cache. In these systems, the quantization block size is no long

most important design feature, and main memory is not always accessed in such

that allows the use of the memory system’s peak bandwidth.

For example, consider a system that has a separate instruction and data cac

instructions and data are held in separate DRAM memory spaces. The example sys

a 20 ns clock cycle, and assume that the DRAM’s cycle time is 80 ns. In the DRAM

ns cycle time, assume that an entire word can be retrieved, where a word is 2 byte

can be achieved either by using DRAM that is 16 bits wide, or by using several DRA

obtain 16 bits per access. Also, assume that the pipeline allows a throughput o
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instruction per cycle, which means that the processor can execute 50 million instructions

per second (MIPS) if there are no constraints on the processor by the memory system.

Simply introducing the 80 ns DRAMs without a cache, or with a nondeterministic cache,

reduces the available real-time resources to 12.5 MIPS. This occurs because an instruction

must be fetched each cycle, so the clock cycle of the machine has effectively dropped to

80 ns. Data accesses can occur at the same time as instruction accesses, so they do not

degrade the machine’s performance any further.

Assume that all instruction words are immutable, so they never have to be written

to memory, they can just be overwritten in the cache. By interleaving 8 of the 16 bit

DRAMs, the memory system can transfer sequential blocks of data at a rate o

Mwords per second. The minimum length of a quantization block in this system is d

mined by the amount of time necessary to load the instruction cache, and the amo

time necessary to unload and load the data cache. If I is the size of the instruction cache, 

kwords, then for the given system, the amount of time needed to load the instruction

is:

(6.1)

And if D is the size of the data cache, in kwords, then the amount of time needed to u

and load the data cache is:

(6.2)

Once the time necessary to load the instruction cache and unload and load the dat

are known, the length of time necessary for each quantization block is just the max

of the instruction cache and data cache transfer times, since they both need to be

ferred, and the transfers can occur simultaneously.

Ikwords
100Mwords/s
--------------------------------- I 10µs×=

2
Dkwords

100Mwords/s
---------------------------------× D 20µs×=
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Table 6.1 shows the amount of time necessary in each quantization block for a few dif-

ferent cache configurations. The transfer times for the instruction and data caches were

calculated using Equations 6.1 and 6.2. As can be seen from the table, unless the instruc-

tion cache is more than twice the size of the data cache, the size of a quantization block is

dependant only on the time it takes to unload and reload the data cache.

At first it may seem that between 2 and 4 kwords of cache space is not enough to

accommodate any reasonable task. However, digital signal processing tasks are typically

quite small, as they must execute frequently and they must be quick. The typical digital

signal processing task will have an execution frame on the order of milliseconds, and it

will process some small number of samples each frame. When compared with the total

memory size of the IBM Mwave DSP of 32 kwords of instructions and 32 kwords of data,

it is clearer that a few kwords of cache can be quite sufficient to hold an entire task. 

For the cache configurations in Table 6.1 the quantization block time ranges from 40

µs to 80 µs. The next step is to determine what this means in terms of availability of real-

time resources. The fastest frame allowed in the IBM Mwave system has the frequency

44.1/32 kHz, which corresponds to 32 samples of compact disc quality sound. This is

actually a relatively fast frame, and it is not likely that a real-time system will allow the

use of frames faster than this. In the following calculations, the fastest allowable frame in

the IBM Mwave system will be used as the fastest execution frame in the system.

Instruction 
Cache Size

Inst. Cache 
Transfer Time

Data Cache 
Size

Data Cache 
Transfer Time

Quantization 
Block Size

2k words 20 µs 2k words 40 µs 40 µs

4k words 40 µs 2k words 40 µs 40 µs

6k words 60 µs 2k words 40 µs 60 µs

2k words 20 µs 4k words 80 µs 80 µs

Table 6.1: Quantization Block Size for Various Cache Configurations
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The maximum real-time utilization of a system using EQ is , as shown in Sec-

tion 6.3.2 on page 64, where T is the shortest execution frame period, and Q is the length

of a quantization block. Therefore, for systems with Q equal to 40 µs, the maximum real-

time utilization is:

So, 83.5% of the available time can be used for real-time computation. On a processor

with 50 MIPS, this translates to 41.75 MIPS available for real-time use. If Q is 80 µs

instead, then the maximum real-time utilization is:

So, on a machine that can sustain 50 MIPS when the memory system can keep up, using

EQ allows 66.9% of the available MIPS to be used, which is 33.45 MIPS.

Clearly, page mode DRAM can be effectively used in this kind of a system. Since all

of the transfers to and from the memory in this system are sequential blocks, the latency to

bring up a page is quickly outweighed by the increased transfer rate of data within the

page. If, for instance, the same DRAM as in the above examples has a page mode cycle

time of 40 ns, then only 4 DRAMs, instead of 8, would need to be interleaved to achieve

roughly the same performance, and using more would significantly increase the amount of

time available for real-time computation.

There is a lot of flexibility in how systems can be configured, and the above examples

show how the available real-time MIPS can be calculated for a few configurations. In

practice, however, these numbers are probably slightly optimistic, as there is no time

allowed for any overhead associated with the memory system. In a real design, these fac-

tors must be added into the calculation of the quantization block size.

T 3Q–
T

-----------------

32 44.1kHz⁄( ) 3 40µs×( )–
32 44.1kHz⁄

-----------------------------------------------------------------
725.6µs 120µs–

725.6µs
----------------------------------------- 0.835= =

32 44.1kHz⁄( ) 3 80µs×( )–
32 44.1kHz⁄

-----------------------------------------------------------------
725.6µs 240µs–

725.6µs
----------------------------------------- 0.669= =
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6.8 Shared Memory
Since a system using EQ must have two caches, there is a cache coherency problem. If the

same address is cached in both caches, then there is potential for the use of stale data and

for data to be updated out of order. This is similar to the problem that occurs in multipro-

cessor systems, where a single piece of data may be cached for multiple processors. When

a write occurs, cache coherency methods generally involve invalidating or updating all of

the other cached copies of the data. Since the number of possible invalidations or updates

is unpredictable, it is not feasible to allow that to happen in a real-time system. Any action

that is external to a particular task that can affect that task leads to nondeterministic behav-

ior, unless an upper bound can be placed on the amount of disruption. Therefore, a method

must be devised that does not involve an arbitrary number of invalidations or updates to

cache lines that still maintains cache coherency.

Furthermore, checking all writes to see if they affect the other cache partition is time

consuming. The partition that is connected to the DSP is heavily used, as most DSP algo-

rithms are data intensive and therefore have a very high percentage of data accesses in the

instruction mix. Similarly, if a new task is being loaded into the other partition, then the

majority of the time in the current quantization block is needed to transfer data between

the memory and the cache. Snooping on the other partition’s activities would slow 

data transfer rates, thereby increasing the quantization block size, which adversely 

the system’s performance.

The problem of shared memory is eliminated entirely in a single cache system 

all tasks share the same address space. Since virtual memory is cumbersome and u

sary for small real-time DSP systems, all tasks inherently share the same address

This means that there can be no naming confusion, as all addresses are physical ad
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The real problem is to make execution quantization work with a single cache, rather than

with two caches or two cache partitions.

6.8.1 Using a Separate Shared Cache

An alternative to making EQ work with a single cache is to separate shared memory

from private memory. Effectively, this would require three caches or cache partitions

instead of two. Two private caches would work as described previously, and a third shared

cache would hold all shared memory that needs to be cached. That way, the two caches

required by EQ only contain private data, allowing them to function without regard for

cache coherence. The shared cache can then be used to maintain coherence by not allow-

ing the same address to be cached multiple times. Unfortunately, by having a shared cache

that is common to both of the EQ caches, it may no longer be possible to guarantee that the

data for the two tasks will not interfere with each other. Different tasks with different

shared cache footprints can reside in the shared cache together at different times, making it

almost impossible to predict if data will overlap in the shared cache. This means that it

will be difficult, if not impossible, to determine what data will be available to the task in

the shared cache. By making the shared cache fully associative, conflicts can be avoided,

as tasks will not compete for cache sets. A fully associative cache, however, requires a

large number of comparators to determine if there is a cache hit, this can become quite

expensive in terms of chip area for all but the smallest of caches. However, the shared

cache must be large enough so that it can hold all of the shared data for any two tasks that

are running on the system. The third factor to be considered is the mixture of shared and

private memory in different tasks. It is quite likely that there will be some tasks that prima-

rily communicate with other tasks and have a large amount of shared memory to deal with,

as well as tasks that have hardly any shared memory at all. It becomes quite difficult to

trade-off the size of the shared cache and the size of the private caches. Worst of all, there
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must be enough time in a quantization block to unload and load both the entire private

cache and as much of the shared cache that can be used by any one task.

It also may be difficult to know which locations of memory are shared. The memory

locations in the DRAM that are shared would somehow have to be marked, so that the

loader could check to see if the location should go into the shared cache or the private

cache. This would increase the memory requirements and it would also increase the trans-

fer time, as this would have to be checked for every transfer that the loader makes. Also,

the most insidious form of shared memory is not really shared memory at all, but rather it

is a shared cache line. Potentially, different addresses that fall in the same cache line can

be loaded with data from different tasks. In this situation the memory is not really shared,

but since the data belongs to the same cache line, the data could potentially be cached in

both private caches unless it is somehow marked. It may be extremely difficult to identify

the regions of memory that are shared cache lines. Even if all of these problems can be

overcome, the fatal flaw with the shared cache is that it would be extremely difficult to

determine which cache lines belong to which task, and which lines belong to both for that

matter, in order for the loader and unloader to know what to do. The unloader would not

easily be able to determine which cache lines need to be written back to memory, and it

may not be clear which cache lines the loader can overwrite with new data.

6.8.2 Virtual Cache Partitioning

Returning to the single cache idea, a viable system could use a single cache, as long as

it can be guaranteed that the data from the two tasks will not interfere with each other. By

using virtual partitions, a cache with a single partition can be made to function as if it had

two partitions. The idea behind virtual partitioning is to use a normal set associative cache,

but to allow only half of each set to be used by either partition. The key is that the half of

the set that is used can change and it can be different for every set. In order to enforce the
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virtual partitioning, it is necessary to be able to identify which partition any particular

cache line belongs to. By using two valid bits per cache line, it can be determined if the

cache line belongs to both partitions, only one partition, or neither partition. In order to

guarantee that each partition is no larger than half the cache, a given partition may only

have half of its valid bits set in any given cache set. That way, it is impossible for either

partition to grow beyond half of the cache size, and each partition acts exactly as if it were

an independent cache with half of the set associativity, and half the size, of the actual

cache.

Virtual partitioning allows shared memory to reside in the cache without conflict.

Assume that a cache line that contains shared memory is in the cache and has its valid bit

set for one of the partitions. Then the same cache line is loaded into the other partition.

When the loader hardware tries to write the line into the cache, it will see that the line

already resides in the cache, and instead of loading the line into the cache, it will just set

that partition’s valid bit so that both valid bits are set for that particular cache line. W

one of the partitions gives up that cache line in the future, it will just clear its valid bit

the data will remain cached and valid in the other partition. Furthermore, no cache lin

be overwritten if the valid bit for the other partition is set. That way, the partitions will

invalidate each other’s data.

If, in a particular cache set, all of the data is shared between both partitions, the

of the lines in the cache set are invalid, and it would seem that it should be possible

these lines. A given partition cannot be expanded into the empty lines without invalid

one of its other lines. However, once data is moved into one of the empty lines, the 

dated line is still valid in the other partition. This restricts each partition to continue to

only half of the lines in the set. Sharing cache lines does not allow a partition’s s

increase, even though the resources are available. This is necessary to achieve det
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tic caching. If a partition were allowed to grow beyond its given size simply because there

are available resources at the time, then it may not fit back into the cache after the task is

preempted and resumed, as no assumptions can be made about the data that will be in the

other partition in the future.

Figure 6.7: A Data Read in a Cache with Virtual Partitions

Figure 6.7 shows how a data read would take place in a cache with virtual partitions.

In the figure, the partitions are labelled with an A and a B bit. If the A bit is set, then the
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cache line is valid for Partition A, and similarly, if the B bit is set, then the cache line is

valid for Partition B. Note that these are exclusive conditions, whether the A bit is set or

cleared has no bearing on whether the cache line is valid for Partition B. The third status

bit is the D bit, which is the dirty bit, indicating that a write has occurred to this cache line,

and it will need to be written back to memory.

The dirty bit is necessary because any cache that is used in conjunction with EQ is

probably a write back cache, rather than a write through cache. This is because the mem-

ory system is frequently tied up with moving data between the memory and the cache par-

tition that is not connected to the DSP, so if there is a cache hit on a write, it is much more

expedient to update the cache and continue execution, rather than wait for access to the

memory.

In general, the actions that occur on a data read are almost identical to those that would

occur in any set associative cache. First, the set index is taken from the DSP address, and

used to index the appropriate set in each bank. For a k-way set associative cache, there are

k banks. The tag from this set in each bank is then compared against the tag from the DSP

address. The comparisons occur simultaneously, in order to speed up the cache access.

The partition variable, which controls which partition the read is accessing, then chooses

to latch the comparator output with either the A or the B bit. As the comparisons are taking

place, the data from the chosen set for each bank is also accessed. Either the desired word

is accessed singly out of the array, or the correct word is selected from the cache line

immediately after it is accessed. The results from the comparator for each bank are then

run through some logic, to determine which line of data, if any, matches the given address.

If there is a cache hit, the appropriate data word is then passed through a multiplexer and

sent to the DSP. If there is a miss, which will never occur if the task fits entirely into the

cache, then the appropriate cache line must be loaded with the correct data. A write is very
797979



similar. If there is a cache hit on a write, then the data is written to the appropriate word of

the cache line, and the D bit is set, so that the line will be transferred back to memory

when the task is preempted or completes execution.

At the same time that the cache is servicing DSP memory accesses in one partition, the

cache loader must be able to load or unload the other partition, in order to support EQ.

This means that in one machine cycle, the cache must be accessed twice, once in each par-

tition. Since there really are no partitions, this means that the cache must be able to sup-

port two accesses each machine cycle. This is quite possible, if the tags and data are kept

in separate arrays for each bank. That way, access to the tag arrays and access to the data

arrays can be split apart, forming a two cycle access period. If each of these cycles can be

made to take exactly half of the machine cycle, then the cache can be accessed twice each

machine cycle. An effective way to split up the hardware is to group the A and B bits with

the tags from each bank and allow those resources to be accessed each half cycle. This

leaves the D bits and the data from each bank to be grouped together, and these can also be

accessed each half cycle. The comparators and other multiplexing logic can be used con-

currently with the data access each half cycle. Alternatively, a dual ported cache could be

used, if the resources are available.

Table 6.2 shows the resources needed for the four different types of cache accesses.

DSP reads and writes must only take one machine cycle, as otherwise the cache will stall

the DSP. Cache loading and unloading are not as restricted, and can span several machine

cycles, if need be, but the transfer of any one cache line must be an atomic action, in that

the cache loader must be able to load or unload an entire cache line in consecutive

machine cycles. For a DSP access, it is clear that the A and B bits and the tag from the

appropriate set of each bank are needed first. So, for the first half of the machine cycle, the

DSP address will be used to obtain this data. The second half of the machine cycle is then
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er 
spent simultaneously accessing the data from the appropriate set of each bank and per-

forming the tag comparison for each bank. The tag comparisons are latched with the valid

bits that correspond to the partition the DSP is accessing. In the case of a DSP read, the

output of the comparators are then used to select the appropriate data to send back to the

DSP 
Cycle

DSP Read DSP Write Cache Load Cache Unload

1a
Access Tags
& A, B Bits

Access Tags
& A, B Bits

1b
Use Comparators
& Access Data

Use Comparators,
Write Data
& Set D Bit

Access Tags
& A, B Bits

Access Tags
& A, B Bits

2a
Access Tags
& A, B Bits

Access Tags
& A, B Bits

Use Comparators
& Write Data

Use Comparators
& Access Data 
and D Bit

2b
Use Comparators
& Access Data

Use Comparators,
Write Data
& Set D Bit

Set A or B Bit Clear A or B Bit

3a Access Tags
& A, B Bits

Access Tags
& A, B Bits

Write Data Access Data
& Clear D Bit

3b
Use Comparators
& Access Data

Use Comparators,
Write Data
& Set D Bit

------------------- -------------------

Notes:
1. For each DSP cycle in the table (1, 2, and 3), cycle Na is the first half of DSP cycle 

N, and similarly cycle Nb is the second half of the same DSP Cycle.
2. For each a/b cycle, either a DSP Read or Write action can occur, and for each b/a 

cycle, either a Cache Load or Unload action can occur.
3. A DSP Read or Write action only takes one a/b cycle - 3 Read/Write actions are pic-

tured in the table, occurring one each in cycles 1, 2, and 3.
4. A Cache Load or Unload action takes multiple b/a cycles, depending on the length 

of the cache line compared with the width of the bus - 1 Load/Unload action is pictured in 
the table, starting at cycle 1b, and continuing on past the end of the table until the entire 
cache line is read or written (only the ‘a’ half cycles will be used, as there is no furth
need to access the tags or the A and B bits).

Table 6.2: Cache Actions For DSP Half Cycles
818181
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processor. For a DSP write action, the comparators are used to select which bank will be

updated with the new data, and the D bit for that bank’s selected cache line will be s

The loader and the unloader are able access the cache similarly. However, a co

machine cycle is skewed by half a cycle. In the second half of a machine cycle, the 

or unloader can access the tags and the A and B bits from each bank. Then in the f

of the next machine cycle, the loader or unloader can use the comparators and t

array either to load or to unload the appropriate data. During an unload access, th

will also be accessed during this half cycle to determine if the data needs to be w

back to memory. For an unload, the comparators are not used. Instead, the partiti

are used to select the next valid data to unload. For a load, the comparators are use

other partition’s valid cache lines in the set to determine if the data will be shared. 

second half of this machine cycle, the A or B bit is set or cleared for a load or u

respectively. If a cache line is larger than the available bus width to the memory, th

first half of subsequent machine cycles will be used to continue to transfer the cach

to or from memory.

The nature of EQ guarantees that the DSP will never access data in the partitio

the cache loader is working on, so there is no problem with changing the valid and

bits before the entire transfer is complete. However, since the valid and dirty bits are

ciated with the entire cache line, and not just the block that can be transferred, the

line transfer cannot be interrupted. For example, if the DSP misses in the cache, th

processor must be stalled until the cache loader has completely finished transfe

cache line. Therefore, as long as cache line transfers are always atomic actions, a

partition is restricted to use only half of each cache set, virtual partitioning allows d

ministic caching of shared memory.
828282
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Chapter 7

Expanding Execution Quantization

7.1 Task Timing
Execution quantization is a useful method for allowing a cache to be used in a real-time

system where each task can fit entirely into one cache partition. However, it is unlikely

that every task will fit into a cache partition, and even if they all do, restricting task sizes

severely inhibits future software development. Execution quantization needs to be

extended to allow real-time tasks that are larger than the available cache space. Upon reex-

amination, it becomes clear that the most important feature of EQ is that it preserves the

cache for each task across preemptions, since preemptions are the major obstacle in a real-

time caching system. The only necessary modification to EQ is to allow the cache contents

to change with program execution, rather than requiring them to be fixed.

As long as the loader used in EQ is able to restore the cache contents to their exact

state upon a task’s resumption after a preemption, then EQ is still useful, even if the

contents are allowed to change during a task’s execution. The real problem, howev

in determining how to service a cache miss. Whenever a task is running, it is always

ble that the cache loader is simultaneously loading the other cache partition. It is im

ble to predict whether or not the cache loader will be active in any given quantiz

block, so it must be assumed that the DRAM and the cache loader are always bein

to load the other cache partition. Therefore, these resources are not available to r

cache line for the DSP.

This problem can be alleviated by increasing the quantization block size. If the l

of a quantization block is longer than the time it takes to unload and reload a cache

tion, then it can be guaranteed that there will be time in every quantization block whe
838383
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DRAM is not being used by the loader. This time can then effectively be used to service

cache misses for the DSP. This introduces a very important trade-off in the size of the

quantization block. If the quantization block is made extremely large, so as to allow plenty

of time to service cache misses for the DSP, then the penalty in real-time resources to

implement EQ becomes prohibitive. Conversely, if the quantization block is made just

slightly longer than the minimum required to unload and load a cache partition, then the

cache miss penalty will be so large that each task’s worst case execution time will g

unacceptable levels.

The overhead required by EQ can easily be computed from the quantization 

size, as was shown in Section 6.7 on page 70. However, the effect of the quant

block size on each task’s worst case execution time is more subtle. Even determin

cache miss penalty once given the quantization block size is not completely straig

ward. 

In order to determine the worst case execution time of each task, a timing tool is

ously necessary. A general overview of how such a tool would work is given in Se

3.2.5 on page 38. The timing tool must be able to determine when a cache miss will

More likely it needs to pinpoint memory accesses which may miss in the cache, as it is

probably extremely prohibitive to search all possible program paths to determine the

state of the cache at all times. Presumably, all instruction accesses should be com

predictable for any given flow of control. However, it may be difficult to decipher an i

rect data reference prior to run time. Of course, the more accurate the timing too

tighter the worst case execution time will be. Even if the timing tool can only iden

memory accesses that may miss, any memory access that it determines will hit 

cache, must hit in the cache in order to guarantee that the task will not execute for lo

than its reported worst case execution time.
848484
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Determining a task’s worst case execution time is a two part process. First, the

miss penalty must be determined, and second, the timing tool uses this miss pen

determine the task’s worst case execution time. The worst case cache miss penalt

longest amount of time that the DSP could be forced to wait, after missing in the cach

the required data to be available. Obviously, the cache miss penalty is dependant

quantization block size, cache loading requirements, and memory bandwidth. On

worst case cache miss penalty is known, then the timing tool can determine the wor

path through the task’s code. In finding the worst case path, each memory access th

miss in the cache is presumed to stall the DSP for the worst case cache miss pena

timing tool will return an upper bound for the actual worst case execution time of the

since many cache misses will be serviced in less than the worst case cache miss 

As not all cache misses incur the worst case miss penalty, a more complicated timin

could be designed to use a more accurate miss penalty for each cache miss, rath

always using the worst case penalty. This would lead to a more accurate timing tool

is more difficult, and may not be worth the effort involved.

7.1.1 Determining the Cache Miss Penalty

The cache miss penalty is dependant on how time is allocated in each quant

block between loading and unloading one cache partition and servicing cache miss

the DSP in the other partition. To achieve deterministic behavior, the loader and un

should have control of the memory at regular intervals. In that case, the worst cas

penalty can be easily determined. By evenly distributing the required cache line tran

the available cache miss service time is also evenly distributed. 

The smallest unit that should be transferred is a cache line. Therefore, blocks o

that are allocated to unloading or loading the cache should be an integral multiple 

amount of time necessary to transfer one cache line. Similarly, time that is set aside 
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service of cache misses should be an even integral multiple of the amount of time neces-

sary to transfer one cache line, as a cache miss requires unloading one cache line, if neces-

sary, and then loading the new cache line. Figure 7.1 shows how the time in a quantization

block could be evenly distributed among loading and unloading a cache partition, and ser-

vicing cache misses for the other partition. Once this distribution is established, then it is

an easy task to determine the longest possible time that could be spent waiting for a mem-

ory access by the DSP to complete. 

Figure 7.1: Distribution of Cache Unload/Load Time in a Quantization Block

The worst time that a cache miss could occur is immediately after the start of one of

the blocks scheduled for loading or unloading the cache. In that case, the processor must

wait for the entire length of the load or unload block and then for the time that it takes to

service the actual cache miss. If a cache miss occurs right before the start of an unload or

load block, then the miss should be serviced and the load or unload block pushed back in

time. This will not lead to nondeterministic behavior, as this will just push the load block

into the next period of time that was left available to service cache misses. Therefore, the

worst possible cache miss penalty is the length of one load or unload block plus the time it

takes to service a cache miss. Once this number is calculated, it can be used as a worst

case cache miss penalty by the timing tool, without needing to worry about the workings

of the system any further. A more sophisticated timing tool could make use of the fact that

the load and unload blocks are fixed in time relative to a quantization block. If the c

Start of Quantization Block End of Quantization Block

Time Reserved for Unloading and Loading the Cache

Time Available to Service Cache Misses
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location is known in the quantization block, the actual cache miss penalty could be calcu-

lated, instead of relying on the worst case miss penalty.

By distributing the cache load and unload blocks, the advantages of transferring large

blocks of data may be lost. Since new cache lines can be loaded from almost anywhere on

a cache miss, the only guarantee is that each cache line will be a sequential block of data.

As the cache line is now the unit of transfer between the memory and the cache, the size of

a cache line, and the resulting cache line transfer time, is a major factor in determining the

quantization block size.

7.1.2 Difficulties in Building a Timing Tool

Since it is impossible to predict whether or not the loader or unloader will be active

during any given quantization block, any timing tool must act as if they will be active dur-

ing every quantization block. Otherwise, the timing tool will report worst case execution

times that are dependant on when the cache loader will and will not be active. Since this

will vary from frame to frame, it is extremely likely that the timing information will be

incorrect for some execution frames, and the task may exceed its worst case execution

time in those frames, which is unacceptable in a real-time system.

Figure 7.2: The Affect of Load Placement on Cache Line Contents

D0
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D2

DSP Memory
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1
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Tag D0 D1 D2 D3
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Tag X D0 D1 D2

Case A - Data loaded starting at address 0

Task Data

D0-D3 - The task’s first four data words
X - Data word belonging to another taskCase B - Data loaded starting at address 1

3

(4 words per cache line)
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The placement of a task’s code and data in memory also affects the task’s timing

it affects which data will be grouped together in particular cache lines. Figure 7.2 

trates this point. Consider a cache with four words per line. If a task is loaded start

address zero, which corresponds to case A in the figure, then the first four word

always be grouped together in a cache line, as will the next four words, and so on.

ever, if that same task is loaded starting at address one, which corresponds to case

figure, then the first three words will always be together in a cache line, as will the

four, and so on. Clearly, these load placements will lead to different timing situations

miss on the second word (D1 in the figure) in the first case will load the cache with w

zero through three (D0-D3), whereas a miss on the second word (D1) in the secon

will load the cache with words zero through two (D0-D2), plus another word that doe

belong to this particular task at all (X). If the next memory access is to the fourth 

(D3), then depending on where the data was loaded, this access could either hit or 

the cache, since it is already in the cache in case A, but it is not in case B.

The timing tool must account for this situation. One possible solution is for the tim

tool to require the loader to place code and data at certain offsets. This would allo

timing tool to time each task for only one particular load placement, and a sophist

timing tool could choose the optimal load placement. Another solution would be fo

timing tool to time the code for all possible load placements, allowing the program lo

to place the task anywhere. This might take a considerable amount of work, but pro

not much more than a timing tool that finds the best load placement. The number of 

ments that need to be evaluated is the same as the number of words in each cac

This follows from the fact that in a cache with four words per line, the same words

share a cache line for any placement that is equivalent modulo four.
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As discussed in Section 3.2.5 on page 38, a timing tool will need to construct a graph

representing the flow of control of a task. The graph can normally be constructed from the

task’s code, but the addition of a cache further complicates the timing process by a

another state variable into the graph. The addition of a cache requires knowledge

cache contents at all points in the graph, since it is impossible to evaluate edge w

without knowing whether or not particular memory accesses will hit or miss in the c

This also complicates the construction of the graph in that a particular edge may ha

ferent weights depending on the particular path that was taken to get to that edge

ambiguity can be resolved by turning the graph into a tree where each path throu

tree is a unique path through the code. Many of the nodes in the tree would repres

same sections of code, however, the edge weights would accurately reflect the 

would take to execute that code with the given cache state. Clearly, turning the grap

a tree increases the work that must be done to determine the longest path throu

graph, but it is still possible. Some algorithms are presented in [2] to find the shortes

from a source node to all other nodes in a graph. These algorithms can easily be m

to find the longest path from a source node to all other nodes, and then the distanc

the leaf nodes can be compared to determine the worst case execution time.

7.1.3 Timing Tool Requirements

There are several requirements that any timing tool must adhere to. The primary

to the timing tool must be the task’s code and data. The timing tool must also be aw

the specific cache configuration and quantization block size of the system for whic

task is to be timed. The tool may also need some input from the programmer if the

ambiguities in the code. The tool will need the task’s code to construct the program 

and it may also need the task’s data if the data influences the control flow, or if it 

ences which memory locations are accessed. Programmer input will be required to
898989
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tain loop bounds, branch targets, and possibly data access targets. The programmer input

could be in many forms, such as the programmer answering questions posed by the timing

tool, or placing comments or directives in the code to eliminate ambiguities. Programmer

input can be completely eliminated if all code is forced to be structured in such a manner

that the timing tool does not encounter any ambiguities.

The output of the timing tool must be the worst case execution time for the task. This

number must be an upper bound for the actual worst case execution time, but it does not

necessarily have to be exact. Obviously, the tighter the bound is, the better, as this number

will be used to determine the amount of real-time resources the task needs, and the differ-

ence between the actual and reported execution time will be wasted. However, it may not

be possible to create a timing tool that is so precise that it can accurately report any

worst case execution time. As long as the worst case execution time that the tool rep

always an upper bound, the task will always be able to run deterministically on the sy

This worst case execution time must also account for load placement. It can either

the worst case execution time for every placement, or for one placement and for

loader to use that placement.

7.2 On Chip DRAM Example
The Mwave DSP is rather small, as are most DSPs. This coupled with the fact that t

a very small amount of memory allows the DSP, cache, and memory to be placed 

chip. This is extremely advantageous, as the access times and transfer bandwidth

DRAM are much better when the data does not have to leave the chip. This means 

DRAM and the cache can be connected with a bus that may be on the order of 64 b

opposed to 2 or 3 bytes if the DRAM were external. Placing the DSP, cache and m

all on the same chip probably will limit the cache size, as chip area will quickly bec

scarce. However, the cache would probably be quite small anyway, as the m
909090



requirements of DSPs are typically quite low.

By being able to move one large block of data in the same time or less than it would

take to move a couple of bytes from off chip, a tremendous advantage is gained. The min-

imum quantization block size decreases dramatically. Also, the time to service a cache

miss is reduced. These factors make the use of EQ even more attractive. Once cache

misses are allowed, the fundamental transfer unit is the cache line. For optimal perfor-

mance, it makes sense to make the cache line size an integral multiple of the bus width.

That way, data can efficiently be moved to and from the cache without having bus band-

width that goes unused.

Figure 7.3: On Chip DRAM System Configuration

In the Mwave DSP system, data words are 2 bytes and instruction words are 3 bytes.

In order to achieve uniformity, although that is not necessary, consider buses from the

DRAM to the caches that can each transfer 8 words at a time. This means the bus from the

data memory to the data cache will be 128 bits wide, and the bus from the instruction

memory to the instruction cache will be 192 bits wide. This configuration is shown in Fig-

ure 7.3.
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this tag
Furthering this example, assume that the clock cycle of the DSP is 20 ns. Since the

DRAM is on the same chip as the caches, memory latencies and transfer times will be

greatly reduced. For this example, assume that when a memory access is initiated there is

a one cycle latency, and then after that, 8 words, which is the width of the bus, can be

transferred each consecutive cycle. If enough data is accessed to cross a page boundary in

the DRAM, then the initial one cycle latency is incurred again, but for this example,

assume that all accesses are properly aligned and small enough so that any continuous

access will only be to one page. If the page size is an integral multiple of the cache line

size and the bus width, then no cache line will ever contain data that crosses page bound-

aries. Furthermore, if the cache line size is also an integral multiple of the bus width, then

cache lines can be transferred without wasted bandwidth. These relations will always hold

if the page size is larger than a cache line, a cache line is larger than the bus width, and all

three are powers of two.

When tasks can be larger than the cache size, there is a new decision to be made in EQ.

That decision is whether or not the cache should be loaded before execution each frame. It

would seem that performance could be increased if the cache were loaded, but that may

not be the case. The problem is, that it may not be possible to determine the optimal data

(or instructions) to place in the cache originally. If the data and instructions that are pre-

loaded are of little use, then the effort of preloading the cache was a waste. It may seem

that nothing is lost by doing so, since EQ is designed to do exactly that. However, in order

to do this, the amount of tag memory must be doubled. In EQ, the tags of all the data that

belongs in the cache for each task must be stored somewhere. This is a record of the data

that the cache loader should load when the operating system tells the cache loader that a

task should be reloaded into the cache. If there must also be a record of the data that

should be preloaded into the cache before a task’s execution in each frame, then 
929292
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memory doubles. Continuing the current example, assume that the task is not preloaded

into the cache, thereby reducing the necessary amount of tag memory. The overhead of

EQ is now only two quantization blocks out of the fastest frame rate, as time does not need

to be reserved to load the cache before tasks start to execute in each frame. If there is

available memory to hold the extra tags, it is likely that the system’s performance w

be improved by preloading the tasks before their execution. This would certainly be

mendous advantage for all tasks that can fit entirely into the cache, because they

never have to wait for the memory system to service a cache miss. 

With the above specification of the DRAM on a machine with a 20 ns cycle t

Table 7.1 shows the number of cycles needed to transfer a 1 kword cache for various

line sizes. The table can be used to determine the number of cycles necessary to tr

cache of any size that is a multiple of 1 kword with one of the given line sizes

instance, a cache of size n kwords and a line size of 32 words would take 160n cycles to

transfer. 

Using Table 7.1, the minimum quantization block size for different cache config

tions can be calculated. Table 7.2 shows the minimum quantization block size for a

number of cache configurations. When looking at Table 7.2, it is important to reme

that the data cache must first be copied back to memory and then loaded, as data i

Line Size
Transfer Time 
for Each Line

Lines in a 1 k 
Cache

Transfer Time 
for the Cache

8 words 2 cycles 128 256 cycles

16 words 3 cycles 64 192 cycles

32 words 5 cycles 32 160 cycles

64 words 9 cycles 16 144 cycles

128 words 17 cycles 8 136 cycles

Table 7.1: Transfer Time for a 1 kword Cache
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ble, whereas instructions can just be overwritten. By comparing Table 7.2 with Table 6.1

on page 72, it is obvious that there is more than a threefold improvement in transfer times

by moving the DRAM on to the chip. And that improvement comes even though lines of

32 words are being transferred instead of as many consecutive words as possible.

As was shown in Section 6.3.2 on page 64, the maximum real-time utilization of a sys-

tem using EQ is , where T is the shortest execution frame period, and Q is the

length of a quantization block. By eliminating the original cache load in each frame, that

utilization can be increased to . As in Section 6.7 on page 70, assume that the fast-

est frame allowed in the system has the frequency 44.1/32 kHz. Therefore, for systems

with Q equal to 12.8 µs, the maximum real-time utilization is:

So, 96.5% of the available time can be used for real-time computation. For the processor

in this example with a cycle time of 20 ns, meaning there are a total of 50 MIPS available,

this translates to 48.25 MIPS available for real-time use.

In practice, however, if the tasks can be larger than the cache size, it will not be possi-

ble to use the full 48.25 MIPS for real-time. First, the quantization block must be made

larger in order to accommodate cache misses. Second, the time spent servicing cache

misses will be lost, and therefore unusable for real-time. These are the problems that were

Instruction 
Cache Size

Inst. Cache 
Transfer Time

Data Cache 
Size

Data Cache 
Transfer Time

Quantization 
Block Length

2k words 6.4 µs 2k words 12.8 µs 12.8 µs

4k words 12.8 µs 2k words 12.8 µs 12.8 µs

6k words 19.2 µs 2k words 12.8 µs 19.2 µs

2k words 6.4 µs 4k words 25.6 µs 25.6 µs

Table 7.2: Quantization Block Size for Caches with 32 Words per Cache Line

T 3Q–
T

-----------------

T 2Q–
T

-----------------

32 44.1kHz⁄( ) 2 12.8µs×( )–
32 44.1kHz⁄

----------------------------------------------------------------------
725.6µs 25.6µs–

725.6µs
------------------------------------------- 0.965= =
949494
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first introduced in Section 7.1 on page 83. However, high real-time utilizations can still be

achieved. By doubling the quantization block size, half of the time is now available for

servicing cache misses, and EQ still allows a utilization of:

Therefore, 92.9% of the available time, or 46.45 MIPS, can be utilized by real-time tasks.

However, that will be further decreased by servicing cache misses, which will be shown in

the following section.

7.3 Real-Time Cache Performance
The quantization block size affects not only the real-time overhead required by EQ to

work properly, but also the cache miss penalty. The cache miss penalty has a significant

affect on system performance, as there will be many cache misses, and the ability to ser-

vice these misses in a timely manner will make the difference between an effective system

and a useless one. Section 7.1.1 on page 85 shows how the cache miss penalty can be cal-

culated for a given cache size and quantization block size. Using this information and a

simulator, the performance of the system can be evaluated for various cache sizes and

quantization block sizes, in order to evaluate EQ as a method of real-time caching.

The time a task spends executing can be divided up into two distinct sections: the time

spent running on the machine, and the time spent waiting for cache misses to be serviced.

Obviously, there is a minimum time that a task must execute, and this time is the worst

case execution time of a task in a system with no memory stalls. Therefore, the goal of

real-time caching is to bring each task’s execution time as close to this minimum as 

ble. The only way to do that is to reduce the amount of time spent waiting for cache m

to be serviced. Therefore, it is important to remember that the goal of real-time 

design is not to minimize the number of cache misses, but to minimize the total time

32 44.1kHz⁄( ) 2 25.6µs×( )–
32 44.1kHz⁄

----------------------------------------------------------------------
725.6µs 51.2µs–

725.6µs
------------------------------------------- 0.929= =
959595
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task must be stalled waiting for the memory. This is actually an important point in any

cache design, and a thorough discussion of the art is given by Przybylski in [18]. As the

cache in a system using EQ is essentially a regular set associative cache with minor modi-

fications, most all of the considerations that Przybylski raises are applicable in this case. 

Since those issues are not fundamental to real-time caching, they will be largely

ignored here, but in any real system design it would be foolish not to attempt to optimize

the cache design to minimize execution times. In the following sections, some simple opti-

mization is performed solely to yield reasonable estimates of the performance of a system

using EQ.

7.3.1 Simulation

Since a timing tool is not currently available for the Mwave system, simulation was

used to show the performance of a real-time system with a cache using EQ. Since EQ

eliminates all conflicts in the cache due to preemptions, as long as the total quantized task

set utilization is below the appropriate bound, each task’s total execution time is ind

dent of how many times the task is preempted. In the simulations, tasks were allow

run to completion without preemptions to determine their behavior in the cache. T

identical to the task’s performance if it were preempted and resumed an arbitrary n

of times, since when the task is resumed, EQ guarantees that the cache is in exa

same state as it was when the task was preempted. Since simulation was used in

actually timing the tasks, the results are not necessarily from the worst case paths t

the tasks.

In order to generate address traces for each task’s execution in one frame, an a

tural simulator was used. The simulator accurately reflects the behavior of the

Mwave DSP at the level of registers and memory on a cycle by cycle basis. In or

more accurately simulate the tasks as they would execute under normal circumstanc
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instructions and data were captured while the DSP was performing the actual functions for

which the tasks were intended. For example, in order to get an accurate simulation of the

five tasks that make up the 16 bit MIDI synthesizer function, the code and data space of

the DSP was captured using a debugger while the DSP was actually playing music. It was

necessary to capture the data while the DSP was actually performing the desired function

because each task checks pointers to its data buffers and other status information to deter-

mine if it has any useful work to do each frame. If the data that is originally loaded for

each task were used, then the tasks would believe that the function they were performing

was idle, and therefore do almost nothing. Clearly, the simulation is more representative of

actual execution if the tasks perform their functions rather than quit prematurely.

The debugger for the Mwave system allows instructions and data to be transferred

between the DSP and the host system without disrupting other tasks that are running on

the DSP. Using these memory images, the simulator can then run each task from start to

completion for one frame, and produce address traces that are very close to those that

would have been produced had the traces been made from execution on the actual hard-

ware. The simulations were done allowing each task to execute for an entire frame without

being preempted. This is acceptable, as execution quantization will preserve the cache for

each task across preemptions, so the hit rates would be exactly the same. However, if the

memory was captured in the middle of execution of some tasks, which is almost certainly

the case, then those tasks will be simulated starting at the beginning of their code. How-

ever, they have already executed some of their code during the current frame, so data

might be processed twice, or the task might only have to process part of the data that it

would have had to if it ran for the whole frame. Ignoring that discrepancy, the code that is

simulated is the actual task’s code, and the only difference is that the data is captur
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fixed point in time. So the address trace generated by the simulator is a valid address trace

from actual DSP code that runs on the IBM Mwave DSP.

Since the cache contents for each task will be undisturbed by other tasks throughout

the task’s execution, each task’s address trace can then be run through a cache sim

determine which memory accesses would hit or miss for a given cache configuration

cache simulator runs through the address trace and handles each access in order. 

simulator determines if the access was an instruction or data access, as there are 

instruction and data caches. Then the simulator decides if the access is a hit or a m

updates the least recently used information for the accessed cache set. A cache set

elled as a stack, so that many different cache configurations can be evaluated s

neously. For example, an access is a hit in a 4-way set associative cache if the 

resides in the top four entries in the set. If the address happens to be the fifth entry

set, then it would be a miss in a 4-way set associative cache, but it would be a hit in 

way set associative cache. When an address is accessed it moves to the top of th

which is the position of the most recently used address, whereas the bottom of the s

the least recently used address. This models a cache using a least recently used 

ment policy. In this fashion, the cache simulator determines the number of hits and m

for various cache configurations of various sized caches. Since the miss penalty fo

miss depends heavily on the quantization block size, the cache simulator does not

execution times, only the number of accesses, and the number of those access

missed in the cache for the given cache configurations.

This simulation strategy does not deal with the worst case execution path of the

Since it is extremely difficult to force a program to follow its worse case execution 

the simulations were done with an arbitrary path through the code. Also, the tasks

not timed by a timing program, so the worst case path was not even known. Rega
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the simulations represent sample execution traces through actual real-time tasks, and as

such give a feel for the access patterns of general tasks that run on the IBM Mwave sys-

tem.

The data on cache accesses and cache misses must be interpreted in the context of EQ.

In order to do this, the cache miss penalty must be determined, using the method described

in Section 7.1.1 on page 85. The cache miss penalty is a function of both the cache config-

uration and the quantization block size, so it must be determined for each such system

configuration that is to be analyzed. For a given system configuration, the total execution

time of a task can then be calculated by adding the time the task takes to run with no mem-

ory stalls to the amount of time the task is stalled, which is simply the product of the num-

ber of cache misses and the cache miss penalty. By doing this for a wide range of

quantization block sizes, an optimal quantization block size and cache configuration can

be found for each task. The utility of a given system configuration for a task is the percent-

age of the task’s execution time that is actually spent doing computation. This utility 

ratio of the amount of time the task spends doing actual work to the total execution ti

the task, including memory stalls, which is a good means of comparison among tas

system configurations.

Two full DSP functions were simulated. The first was the Mwave 16 bit MIDI syn

sizer while it was playing a MIDI file, and the second was the Mwave 14,400 b

modem while it was transferring a file. Each of these functions includes multiple task

Table 7.3 shows an excerpt from the output created by the cache simulator pro

This particular simulation was run on an address trace generated by one of the MID

thesizer tasks, and the table shows the results for some of the possible instruction

configurations. The first column is the number of sets in the cache. A set is one or

cache lines to which an address can be mapped. Once an address is mapped to a p
999999
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set, it can be stored in any cache line in the set, but there is generally some replacement

policy to determine which cache line will be overwritten. All of the cache configurations

presented here use a least recently used policy of cache line replacement. The second col-

umn is the line size of the cache. A cache line is the smallest unit of data that can be trans-

ferred to and from the main memory. The third column is the cache’s associativity

Sets
Line Size
(words)

Associativity
Cache Size

(words)
Accesses Misses

128 8 1 1024 4533 93

64 8 2 1024 4533 93

32 8 4 1024 4533 93

16 8 8 1024 4533 93

64 16 1 1024 4533 50

32 16 2 1024 4533 50

16 16 4 1024 4533 50

8 16 8 1024 4533 50

32 32 1 1024 4533 27

16 32 2 1024 4533 27

8 32 4 1024 4533 27

4 32 8 1024 4533 27

16 64 1 1024 4533 15

8 64 2 1024 4533 15

4 64 4 1024 4533 15

2 64 8 1024 4533 15

8 128 1 1024 4533 8

4 128 2 1024 4533 8

2 128 4 1024 4533 8

1 128 8 1024 4533 8

Table 7.3: Partial Output from Instruction Cache Simulation of a MIDI Task
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associativity is the number of cache lines in each set, and therefore the number of cache

lines that any given address could be cached in. An associativity of one denotes a direct

mapped cache, as there is only one choice for caching any particular address. The next

column, cache size, is mainly for clarity, as the cache size is just the product of the number

of sets, the line size, and the associativity. The fifth column is the number of memory

accesses present in the address trace. The sixth and last column is the number of memory

accesses that missed in the cache for each cache configuration. 

At first glance it may seem that the cache should be organized with a line size of 128

words, as that minimizes the number of cache misses down to eight. Of course, the time

necessary to transfer the larger cache line can easily offset the quick transfer times of the

smaller line sizes if much of the data in the larger lines goes unused. If the object of this

simulation was to construct an optimal conventional cache, then the data in the table

would be used to calculate the total time spent waiting for memory for each configuration

based on the number of misses and the miss penalty for each configuration. Of course, this

is a rather small simulation to base those results on, and in practice much larger traces

would be used. However, the object is to design an optimal real-time cache for use with

EQ, which means that the quantization block size must also be considered. For a given

quantization block size, the cache miss penalty can be calculated for each configuration,

and an execution time can be calculated from that. The problem is to solve the optimiza-

tion problem across two dimensions, the cache configuration and the quantization block

size.

The affects of the quantization block size on the execution time of one task is shown

for several cache configurations in Table 7.4. Table 7.4 was generated using the cache

simulator program on the address trace from the same task that was used to generate

Table 7.3. In addition, Table 7.4 shows the miss penalty and total time spent waiting for
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the data memory by the task for quantization block sizes ranging from 9,000 ns to 12,000

ns. The four cache configurations shown in the table are all 1 kword 4-way set associative

caches. The only difference between the four different cache configurations is the line

size. The optimal system configuration for the sample space depicted in the table is a 4-

way set associative 1 kword cache that has 64 words per line and a quantization block size

Quantization 
Block Size 

(ns)

Cache Configuration
Cache 
Misses

Miss 
Penalty

(ns)

Memory 
Stall Time

(ns)
Line Size
(words)

Sets

9,000

16 16 88 420 36,960

8 32 52 400 20,800

4 64 31 540 16,740

2 128 19 1,020 19,380

10,000

16 16 88 300 26,400

8 32 52 300 15,600

4 64 31 540 16,740

2 128 19 1,020 19,380

11,000

16 16 88 240 21,120

8 32 52 300 15,600

4 64 31 540 16,740

2 128 19 680 12,920

12,000

16 16 88 180 15,840

8 32 52 300 15,600

4 64 31 360 11,160

2 128 19 680 12,920

Notes:
1. All table entries are from cache simulation using the same address trace.
2. There were 2,683 total data accesses in the simulation.
3. The shaded row is the optimal system configuration in the table.
Table 7.4: Comparison of Several 1 kword 4-Way Set Associative Data Caches 
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of 12,000 ns. In practice, a wider range of cache configurations and quantization block

sizes would be used and instructions and data would be analyzed simultaneously. The

domain of the problem was restricted here simply to allow the solutions to be presentable

in a small table that is easily readable. For this task, the actual optimal configuration is a

quantization block of size 11,520 ns, a 1 kword instruction cache having a line size of 64

(associativities of 1, 2, 4, and 8 produce equivalent results), and a 1 kword data cache hav-

ing a line size of 64 and associativity of either 4 or 8. With that configuration, the task

takes 5,361 cycles to execute. With no memory stalls, the task would take 4,533 cycles to

execute, so the real-time utility of this configuration for this task is 84.6%.

Section 7.1.1 on page 85 explains the theory behind calculating the cache miss pen-

alty, but no equations were presented. The following analysis will yield some simple equa-

tions that can be used to determine the cache miss penalty for a given system

configuration. First, define the following variables:

The above variables can apply to either an instruction or a data cache, and the meaning

should be clear from the context. It should be obvious that for an instruction cache, the

time that it takes to transfer the entire cache is (l)(tl). A data cache can be transferred

entirely in 2(l)(tl), since the old data must be copied back to memory before the cache can

be loaded. Similarly, once the cache loader begins to service a cache miss, it takes tl to ser-

vice an instruction cache miss and 2tl to service a data cache miss, once again because the

old data must be copied back to memory. Using these values, the maximum number of

cache misses that can be serviced in a quantization block in the instruction and data

caches, Ni and Nd respectively, can be calculated as follows:

, 

Q the quantization block size=

l the total number of cache lines=

tl the line transfer time=

Ni

Q ltl–

tl
---------------= Nd

Q 2ltl–

2tl
------------------=
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The maximum miss penalty is directly related to Ni and Nd in that the time reserved to ser-

vice these cache misses will be evenly distributed throughout the quantization block, as

shown in Figure 7.1. All line transfers must be allowed to run to completion, because if

they are not, it is possible to have cache lines that are internally inconsistent. Also, if cache

line transfers can be interrupted, the line transfer time will increase, since the original

memory latency will be incurred each time the line transfer is resumed. It follows, then,

that the maximum cache miss penalty will be the sum of the most line transfers that can

occur before the cache loader will service a cache miss plus the time it takes to service the

actual cache miss. Let Mi and Md denote the instruction cache miss penalty and data cache

miss penalty.  Mi and Md can be calculated as follows:

(7.1)

(7.2)

Equations 7.1 and 7.2 will always be used to calculate the worst case miss penalty

throughout the rest of this chapter.

The quantization block size also impacts the percentage of real-time resources that

must be reserved to allow EQ to function properly. As the quantization block size is

increased, the maximum possible utilization using EQ decreases. When calculating the

required overhead for EQ, 105% of the quantization block size was used. This allows for

overhead which was not considered in this simple analysis, including, but not limited to,

the overhead of making the cache loader switch between transferring one cache partition

to servicing misses in the other partition. The actual required amount of overhead is spe-

cific to the implementation, and as such is not considered here. However, in order for a

specific implementation to function properly, the required quantization block size must be

calculated precisely to allow for any extra time that may be necessary beyond transferring

Mi
l

Ni
----- tl tl+=

Md
2l
Nd
------ tl 2tl+=
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data. The 5% that is used here is an estimate of what that overhead might be. For example,

the task that was considered earlier had an optimal quantization block size of 11,520 ns. In

order to determine the maximum utilization that EQ will allow, 105% of this number,

12,096 ns, would be used. However, since the quantization block is measured in terms of

machine cycles, this number must be rounded up to an integral number of cycles, so the

actual quantization block size would be 12,100 ns, or 605 cycles. Using 44.1/32 kHz as

the fastest frame rate in the system and removing two quantization blocks from this frame,

96.7% of the processor’s resources are available. If all tasks behave in generally th

way as the above task, then the maximum total real-time utilization would be:

Obviously, the more simulation that is carried out, the closer this number will be t

actual achievable utilization. Once a timing tool is available, though, all tasks wou

timed for use on a specific system with a given cache configuration and quantization

size. Then the actual real-time utilization for any given task set would be the numb

MIPS the task set would use if there were no memory stalls divided by the actual nu

of MIPS that are being used by the task set, including those reserved for EQ.

All five tasks that comprise the MIDI synthesizer function as well as the seven 

that comprise the 14,400 baud modem function were simulated to determine an es

of the achievable processor utilization using execution quantization. The results ar

sented in the next section.

7.3.2 Simulation Results

Most digital signal processing tasks are very small. They execute briefly but

quently, and generally operate on large amounts of data that are passed from one

the next until the desired result is achieved, which could range from playing music

speaker to displaying an image on the screen. The tasks used in the cache simula

0.846 0.967× 0.818 81.8%= =
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all actual tasks taken from the IBM Mwave DSP system, so the results of the simulation

should be useful in that system, and perhaps others. However, since the tasks are so small,

the actual number of simulated cycles is also small, which implies that the results may not

be universally applicable outside of the Mwave system.

Table 7.5 shows the five MIDI synthesizer tasks that were simulated. Since the Mwave

system has a pipeline that allows a throughput of one instruction per cycle, each cycle cor-

responds to one instruction access. Since all of the MIDI tasks are quite small, and every

task but one would entirely fit within 1 kword instruction and data caches, this function

could be done using only EQ as described in Chapter 6, without worrying about cache

misses. In order to do that, either a 2 kword data cache would be needed or the SYN22K16

task would need to be modified to decrease it’s data size. Despite this, if the system

up to handle tasks that may not fit in the cache, and the required tag memory is no

able to allow preloading in each frame, then no task will be able to have the cache 

at the start of each frame. Therefore, simulating the MIDI synthesizer tasks produce

ful information about how small tasks will behave in a system using EQ. Another no

able fact about the table is that the average task only executes for about 1000 cyc

Task Name
Simulation 

Cycles
Data Accesses

Code Size
(words)

Data Size
(words)

INT2244 566 526 331 101

MIXER22 749 496 198 6

PLY22M08 83 41 125 12

Q22 535 488 155 87

SYN22K16 4533 2683 944 1535

Total 6466 4234 1753 1741

Average 1293 847 351 348

Table 7.5: MIDI Synthesizer Tasks
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frame. In this function, every task executes in the same frame, which is 44.1/32 kHz, to

allow the generation of high quality sound. The fact that these tasks only execute for a

short period of time is another characteristic of digital signal processing, and this makes

caching quite difficult, since tasks do not always execute long enough to be able to repeat-

edly make use of cached data. 

Table 7.6 shows the seven modem tasks that were simulated. These tasks are slightly

different than the MIDI tasks, as most of them are much larger. Clearly, this function will

not be able to execute solely out of a 1 or 2 kword cache. Therefore, EQ requires the abil-

ity to service cache misses in order to execute this function. Even though the required code

and data space of these tasks are significantly larger than the MIDI tasks, there are still

small tasks that execute for very few cycles. However, there are also tasks that execute for

tens of thousands of cycles, which is significantly longer than any of the tasks in the MIDI

synthesizer function.

Task Name
Simulation 

Cycles
Data Accesses

Code Size
(words)

Data Size
(words)

ASYNC 343 229 631 99

C96 387 231 56 19

MCTL 218 98 2519 807

MEIO 9 3 44 10

MNP 11948 4525 3688 3419

V22 5916 4126 3771 2896

V32 22043 15442 7600 7375

Total 40864 24654 18309 14625

Average 5838 3522 2616 2089

Table 7.6: 14,400 Baud Modem Tasks
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Even though the total number of simulated cycles between the two functions is only

about 50,000, these two functions are typical of the IBM Mwave system, and therefore are

likely to have memory access patterns that are similar to many tasks in that system. How-

ever, since the tasks are small and do not execute for long periods of time, small perturba-

tions in the access patterns could potentially skew the results. With that in mind, the

following results are used to depict the potential usefulness of EQ in the IBM Mwave sys-

tem.

Figure 7.4: Utilized MIPS in Simulation of MIDI Tasks on a 50 MIPS DSP

Figure 7.4 shows the results of simulating all of the MIDI tasks to determine how

much of the processor could be used for real-time computation. The number of memory

accesses and cache misses were determined for a range of cache configurations by the

cache simulator. The cache miss penalty for each cache configuration was then calculated

for a range of quantization block sizes. These cache miss penalties were used to calculate

the total execution time of the tasks for each cache configuration and quantization block

size. The length of the quantization block represents 105% of the actual time that is avail-
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able for memory transfers, once again allowing for implementation overhead. The graph

accounts for the lost MIPS due to the overhead required by EQ and represents the percent-

age of the MIPS that would have actually been used for computation. At each quantization

block size, the utilization that is graphed is the utilization that can be achieved with the

optimal cache configurations, so the graph shows the results of varying the quantization

block size and the cache configurations at the same time. Looking at the graph, it is clear

that the real-time utilization of the system is maximized when the quantization block is

either about 1000 cycles or 1200 cycles. Obviously, there can be only one cache configu-

ration and quantization block size in an actual system, so this data would have to be used

to choose a single system configuration, but it gives an idea of roughly what length the

quantization block should be.

Figure 7.5: Normalized Results of MIDI Synthesizer Simulation

Figure 7.5 shows the simulation results for each task in the MIDI synthesizer function

for a specific system configuration. The system configuration that is listed in the figure is

the configuration that allows the MIDI synthesizer function and the 14,400 baud modem

Quantization Block:
1213 cycles

Instruction Cache:
1 kwords
2-way set associative
16 words per line

Data Cache:
1 kwords
4-way set associative
16 words per line
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function to achieve the highest total utilization. By analyzing both functions with the same

system configuration comparisons can be easily made, and the results are more realistic,

since in an actual system, the configuration cannot change for each function. In the figure,

the total execution times were normalized to show percentages of time that are spent doing

computation and waiting for the memory. This function uses the cache effectively, as sev-

enty seven percent of the tasks’ total execution time was used for computation, w

only a little over twenty percent of the time waiting for cache misses to be serviced. 

the quantization block size is 1213 cycles, 93.3 percent of the processor’s 50 MIP

46.65 MIPS, are available for real-time use. Therefore, if all tasks behave similarly 

MIDI synthesizer tasks, then a total of 71.8 percent of the processor’s resources can

lized for real-time, which amounts to 35.9 MIPS.

Figure 7.6: Utilized MIPS in Simulation of Modem Tasks on a 50 MIPS DSP

Figure 7.6 shows the results of the 14,400 baud modem simulation. The grap

generated in exactly the same way as Figure 7.4, except the address traces use

cache simulator came from the modem tasks, rather than the MIDI tasks. The resu
110110110
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quite similar to those of the MIDI synthesizer simulation in that the most real-time compu-

tation can be performed when the quantization block size is either about 1000 cycles or

about 1200 cycles. This would seem to indicate that many of the Mwave tasks behave sim-

ilarly and benefit from roughly the same sized quantization block as each other. This is

good news, as only one quantization block size can be used in a real system. It would be

difficult to design a good system if all of the tasks do not behave well using roughly the

same design.

Figure 7.7: Normalized Results of 14,400 Baud Modem Simulation

Figure 7.7 shows the simulation results for each task in the 14,400 baud modem func-

tion for the same system configuration that was used to analyze the MIDI synthesizer

function. This function does not perform as well as the MIDI synthesizer, as the time spent

doing real-time computation amounts to only about 66 percent of the total execution time.

Once again, using a quantization block size of 1213 cycles only allows 93.3 percent of the

50 MIPS processor’s resources to be used for real-time, meaning that a total of 61

Quantization Block:
1213 cycles

Instruction Cache:
1 kwords
2-way set associative
16 words per line

Data Cache:
1 kwords
4-way set associative
16 words per line
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cent of the processor’s resources, or 30.8 MIPS, can be used for real-time by tasks

ing like the 14,400 baud modem tasks.

When the totals for both functions are combined, using the same system configu

then the time spent doing real-time computation amounts to 67.5% of the total exe

time. When this is derated by the time reserved for EQ, 63% of the processor’s

resources can be used for real-time computation. On a machine with a total of 50

available, this amounts to 31.5 MIPS being available for actual real-time computatio

The two functions that were simulated give an idea of the kind of performance tha

be achieved by using EQ in a real-time caching system. Depending on the memory 

patterns of the tasks, utilizations between sixty and seventy five percent can be ach

However, the numbers given in the simulation results do not take into account the fa

a tasks actual worst case execution time must be quantized to be an integral num

quantization blocks. The utilizations that were found in the simulations can be us

extrapolate what percentage of time a given task will spend doing real-time compu

and what percentage of time that task will be stalled waiting for memory. These num

should remain roughly the same regardless of the length of execution of the task.

execution times were quantized, then the percentages would change with the length

task, depending on how much time is lost because the task does not execute for an 

number of quantization blocks. Also, the only execution time that really would be q

tized is the worst case execution time, and these simulations do not necessarily m

the performance of a task’s worst case, but rather of a typical case. Therefore, the p

ages that were derived from the task simulation should provide a guideline that c

used to evaluate EQ, but in practice, worst case execution times must be quant

order to allow EQ to function properly.
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Another deficiency of the simulation results is that overlapping instruction and data

cache misses were not accounted for. Since the instruction and data memories and caches

are completely separate, overlapping instruction and data misses can be handled simulta-

neously. Since the simulator was not able to recognize overlapping misses, the results of

the simulation are slightly pessimistic. Therefore, the actual achievable performance using

EQ could be slightly higher than the simulation results indicate.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

8.1 Results
Even though caches have become a part of almost every computer system, they are gener-

ally not used in real-time systems. Even if a cache is used in a real-time system, the system

usually does not take advantage of the available performance improvement that the cache

allows. Execution quantization enables a cache to be deterministically incorporated into a

real-time system that uses priority driven preemptive scheduling.

For a fixed overhead, which can be determined ahead of time, EQ ensures that the

cache contents are always restored for each task when it resumes execution after being

preempted. This eliminates interference among tasks in the cache, and allows each task to

be analyzed individually, without regard for the rest of the system. In order to achieve this

restoration without severely degrading performance, tasks must execute for fixed length

blocks of time.

EQ allows the deterministic use of a slightly modified set associative cache with two

partitions by extending the dynamic deadline scheduling algorithm. The major modifica-

tions to a caching system to allow it to use EQ are to modify the operating system slightly

to make it aware of the cache loader and unloader, to add hardware to gate off the schedul-

ing interrupts to occur only at discrete times, and to add hardware to implement a cache

loader and unloader.

With these modifications, simulation shows that the IBM Mwave system can make use

of EQ and still be able to use about 63 percent of the processor’s resources for dete

tic real-time computation, and one function was able to utilize almost 72 percent o

processor’s total resources. This is a distinct improvement over the use of DRAM w
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a cache, which would allow very little of the processor’s resources to be used for rea

computation.

The addition of a deterministic cache to any real-time system will undoubtedly p

restrictions on the use of that system. However, EQ has the following properties:

1. there is little hardware overhead,
2. each task is allowed to use half of the total cache,
3. there is no additional context switch overhead,
4. programmers and the compiler do not need to be aware of the cache hardwar
5. a conventional n-way set associative cache can be used with minor changes,
6. there is protection of each task’s data, and
7. deterministic caching of shared memory is allowed.

These features should make EQ extremely useful in most any real-time system, 

does not place restrictions on the tasks or the programmer. As long as a task can re

worst case execution time, it can be used with EQ, and in any real-time system al

must report their worst case execution times anyway.

8.2 Future Work
This research was targeted at allowing the use of a cache in a real-time system

dynamic deadline scheduling. There are many ways in which the research cou

expanded and explored more thoroughly. The specific goal of the research was to b

to use a cache in the IBM Mwave DSP system. As such, there is room for execution

tization to be evaluated and expanded for use in other systems.

8.2.1 Rate Monotonic Scheduling

As many real-time systems use rate monotonic scheduling, an important extens

EQ would be to extend it for use in a system that uses RMS. The basic concept 

would remain unchanged, as the main focus is still to negate the impact of preempti

cache contents, which EQ will perform in any priority driven scheduling environment
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RMS allows many scheduling extensions, such as transient overloading and aperiodic

task scheduling. These features would have to be incorporated into EQ, and a scheduling

bound would need to be established to allow for quantized scheduling, as well as loading

and unloading the cache.

8.2.2 Non-Real-Time Tasks

Many real-time systems allow the time that is not used by real-time tasks to be claimed

and used by non-real-time tasks. Non-real-time tasks do not have deadlines, and as such

are similar to regular programs that execute on general purpose processors. EQ has no pro-

vision for scheduling non-real-time tasks into the unused portions of quantization blocks

after tasks have completed execution. It would be extremely beneficial to allow this other-

wise unusable time to be used by non-real-time tasks.

In order to schedule non-real-time tasks, the scheduler would have to become active

when a task completes in the middle of a quantization block to schedule the non-real-time

tasks. A method would then have to be devised to either allocate the non-real-time tasks

some cache space, or to allow them to execute directly out of the DRAM. Either way, the

non-real-time tasks’ execution cannot interfere with the real-time tasks in any way.

8.2.3 Task Timing

Although the requirements and specifications of a timing tool were largely descr

such a tool was not constructed. Instead, simulation was used to analyze the potent

fulness of EQ. However, the simulation done in this research was confined to the M

system. Clearly, this could be extended to other processor architectures to show the

mance of EQ on a wider scale. Although, the construction of an accurate timing to

outweighs the usefulness of task simulation, since EQ does not allow tasks to int

with each other in the cache.
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Having such a timing tool would certainly be advantageous to the IBM Mwave sys-

tem, since currently the programmers must time their tasks by hand, and the addition of a

cache is likely to make this a near impossible task. However, such timing tools do exist for

systems without a cache, such as Halang and Stoyenko’s schedulability analyzer w

described in [7]. Future research in this area should include the extension of such a

include task timing in a caching system that uses EQ.
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